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PREFACE.

Tm-: follov, of stud

in Irish hi>t<>ry and Irish economics made by a

Continental observer, Dr. Moritz J. Bonn. Dr.

Bonn qualified himself for his task by a more

or less continuous residence of several years in

1. He made acquaintance with its lead

men of all parties ;
he laid the foundation of

knowledge of the conditions of modern Ireland

lorough study of the history of the coun

from the Norman conquest downwards ;
he made

aself familiar with the laws and institutions

of the country by the close observation of their

operation in contemporary life, as well as by ;

of official publications. His attitude is

t of a foreigner, quite removed from the in-

fluences of party politics. He has wished to see

ire to regard Ireland (or as

much of Ireland as he here deals with) from

standpoint of general European cult

Much has been written about Ireland in
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or in defence, in furtherance of reforms or

resistance to them
;

but very little has been

written, as Dr. Bonn writes, from the point of

view of pure sociology. He gives us dry light

on Ireland. No Irishman, no Englishm
could do that; and in this lies the spe<

quality and value of his work. We are not

accustomed to this objective method of treat-

ment, and it is hardly to be expected that we

shall altogether enjoy it. But Dr. Bonn
not write to please us, or even to teach us, but

simply to give the fruit of his observations

the readers of the German scientific publication

in which this essay first appeared.* He did not

then contemplate its appearance in an English
translation. But it seemed worth making known

to English readers for two reasons : first, because

it brings together in small compass and in

systematic order a multitude of facts gleaned
from very extensive studies in the central

economic question of modern Ireland
; secondly,

because it contains much critical comment on

* Archiv fur Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, Verlag von

J. C. B. Mohr in Tubingen, xix Band, i Heft, u. xx Band,

3 Heft. " Die irische Agrarfrage," von Dr. oec. publ. Moritz

Julius Bonn. Thanks are due to the Editors of the " Arci

for permission to publish this translation.
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ppcar highly trained

:md COB u obser

The t appears to me, of

Bonn's work is as follows: Alter a careful

i, he exposes
absolute fatuity of the

yarded as a settle-

md (jiu-stion. The Land
-chase Acts are, of course, recognised

a considerable advance, in point of

there are two serious draw-

hem they are irregular in their appli-

ihus often work extreme injustice,

.-dally to the better class of tenant-farm^

1 a more serious and fundai c

they have placed the idea of property before

Irish tenant as something which he has

to be bribed into acquiring, not as the goal
and reward of self-denial and of strenuous

tort. It, therefore, behoves those who
look a little ahead of the difficulties and

of the present day to consider how
best to danger that jnoj city gained

li a way may produce not a bracing but a

slackening of industrial energy and ambition.

Dr. Bonn finds the one sure hope of the nation

in t ngthcning and extension, in the widest
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and most varied way, of the co-op>

ment. What the individual will never do of

himself he will often do eagerly and successfully

as a unit in an organization, where the aim

be sought by all are defined by a few exceptional

minds, which, it is possible, may sweep the whole

body along with them in the current of tl

energy and will. An organized body must move
as a mass or fall to pieces. Hence the peculiar
social and economic value of co-operation, par-

ticularly in countries where the traditions of in-

dustrial enterprise are not strongly established.

The Wyndham Land Act, therefore, cannot in

any real sense be regarded as a settlement of

the Irish agrarian problem. But if it removes

that problem, at least as regards a great part
of the island, from the sphere of politics and

places it in that of voluntary social effort, it will

have accomplished a great task and opened the

way to a new era.

Such is the conclusion which Dr. Bonn
drawn from his study of this country. It amply
confirms the views which have been long ent

tained and put into practice by the pioneers of

reform in Ireland. But the extension of tl

practical work is a matter of imminent conc<

to the country, for the forces of new life have
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not yet begun to gain upon the forces of decay.
If the Irish (ju- . Bonn concisely

put turnip question," then the latest

,
which have come to hand as I wr

give little encouragement to those who would

economic decline of Ireland

has touched bottom. The nation's life

ebl he mind of the nation, as a whole,

vet alive to the danger and to its soun

T. W. ROLLESTON.

Co. WICJCLOW.





MODEK 1 LAND AND HER
AGRARIAN PROBLEM

1'AKT !. Til!-. IK1-! AY.

CHAPTER I.

ENGLAND'S FAILURE IN IRELAND, (a) POLITIC-

SEVEN hur :\d thin ears have passed
to-day

1 since the commun*
col* hind. Whilst the

English colonization policy has, on the whole,
been successful in every quarter of the globe,

every reader of the newspapers is a\ iat,

n at the present day, Ireland is not content
;

i its results. With the exception of t he-

north-eastern portion of Ulster, Ireland has not

conciled itself to English rule. Ulster

is c !ly a colonial s< nt. If we
assume, as in a certain sense i hat

the colonist population belongs to the Pro-
testant religion and the native population to the

Catholic, we find in Ulster a slight predomi-
nance of Protestantism and consequently of the

colonist element, since there are only 442
Catholics to 1,000 inhabitants in that

1

[The standpoint in time of this work may be taken as the

year 1905, for though a portion of it appeared at an ea-

period, the statistics have, where necessary, been brought up
to da notes. Trans/.]
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vince. Protestant Ulster must, on the whole,
be considered

separately from the Ireland of the
Irish problem. With its dour, hard-headed, in-

dustrious population, which gravitates principally
to Belfast, it is a land of modern industrial and
social structure. To no one who has ever seen

it, with the intensive economic life which appc
both in its agriculture and its industry, will it

seem an earthly paradise. One finds much
more resemblance to such a paradise in the
famine mountains of Connaught, where a race of

lotus-eaters is slowly dying out because in those

regions the lotus thrives but poorly. But Ulster
is a modern land with modern problems which
do not greatly differ from those of other West-

European countries.

With the exception of Ulster, Ireland is to-day
still anti-English. Out of 103 members whom
it sends to London to the Imperial Parliament
there are always over 80 Nationalists, who regard
it as their mission to create difficulties for every

English Government,who judge all English ques-
tions only from the standpoint of Irish interests,

without regard to their intrinsic merits, and who
attach themselves to English parties only when

tangible advantages for Ireland are thereby to be
obtained. They systematically sympathise with

and applaud every foreign enemy of England,
not excepting even the horde of fanatics who

lately overran the Soudan and threatened Egypt ;

and they seek from time to time to render

English Parliament powerless and to discredit
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n the eyes of the world, by evoking cleverly

mged scenes of tumult. All these things are

so serious as they sometimes appear ; for

is a good tincture of theatrical display in

li demonstrations. Wlu <th

ult arc finally
con is probably by means of regiments
whose e recruited in the Green Isle.

These violent scenes in Parliam called for

in order to furnish a proof to the irreconcilable

f Irish Nationalism of the vitality of

(1 also to evoke
from time to time fresh contributions from

in America. If a British Sovereign
comes to Ireland, and treats with consideration

the >us and national sentiments of the

people, he may, in spite of the outcry of the

concilables, count upon a very gratifying

reception ; he will not, however, secure thereby
a solution of the Irish question.
The political methods by which England

governs such of its territories as are
inhabited by a white population have only been

ipplied in Ireland. Not only does
land not possess its own legislature, but

mocratic local government which alone
- the sympathy of the populace was only

introduced by the Act of 1898. At the sa

he part played by the central Govc
;it in Ireland it is seated in Dublin Cas
1 is therefore called "The Castle"-

nitely more important than is the case
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Scotland or England. The cost for tl

ministration of justice, for police, and for in-

ternal administration was found in 1895 to

amount to :

In England and Wales, with 30,000,000
ibitants ... x i,400,000

In Scotland, with 4,100,000 inhabitants 219,000
In Ireland, with 4,600,000 inhabitants 2,025,000*

The administration of Ireland lies to a large
extent in the hands of the Royal Irish Con-

stabulary, an excellently organized little army,
subject to the central Government. The
numbers of the Royal Irish Constabulary from

1876 to 1895 averaged about 12,000 men; the

yearly expenses were /i,4OO,ooo.
2 The stren

and organization of this constabulary an<

the costliness of the Irish Government pr
that to English administration in Ireland,
the feeling of perfect security is unknown. It

rules through the police, and in point of f

only makes itself noticeable in other respects by
travelling inspectors from the different depart-
ments. A number of institutions of traditionally

English type pursue their functions not v

brilliantly. The judge, whose impartiality in

England is raised above every doubt, is in

Ireland nominated, as a rule, from the political
adherents of the Government, and seldom

1 Financial Relations Commission I., p. 413. The
;

course are an Imperial charge in Ireland, not in Great

Britain.
* Financial Relations Commission II., p. 237.
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joys \vi or wrongly, I will

decide the i of sti ty.

people,
or ostensibly j>

nee

lie Government has often been obliged
ce the composition of the juries. A

number of crimes, which, for any pro'

period, are as good as unknown in the civil i

of western Europe, occur every yt u in

These are a i crimes i

letters and intimidatior

ile-maimin^ and arson, to boycotting and
ass, ons ofdownright bestial savagery. Of

rimes there were, from 1844 to 1890, no
or than 35,534. In 1894 there were 276; in

1893, 261 ; and in 1902, 253.* The danger of

an organized Irish revolution which is to take

place at a moment when England is involved in

tical complications may, however, be c

mated as very slight. The '1

seemed at last to have furnished the opportunity
so long and so ardently desired by Irish patriots ;

but on that occasion the contrast between word
1 deed among the intransigeant party in

Ireland and Ann ,is conspicuously great.
On the other hand, isolated outbreaks are not
im possible, though the last fe s have passed
qui In every Irish town there is a cert

sediment of irreconcilable Nationalist revolution-

1 Thorn's Ofti tory.
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s, to whom dynamite may seem applicable to

the service of the idea of Nationality. A certain

inclination to acts of lawlessness because i!

are acts of lawlessness dwells in the Irish mind
and plainly shows the political failure which

England has achieved in Ireland. It is il!

trated by nothing better than by the fact that

England does not venture to extend the Engl
Volunteer system to Ireland. I should have to

write a history of English colonization in Ireland
if I wished to raise the question here as to why
it has failed. 1 The fact of the failure is clear

from other cohsiderations as well.

1 This history has just been published in two volumes

under the title, "Die Englische Kolonisation in Irlarul."

publisher is Cotta, of Stuttgart and Berlin.



IAPTEK II.

\ILURE IN IRELAND, (6) ECONOMl

DURING the colonization period it was one of

principal objects to win Ireland over
ism. A glance at statistics sh<

how unsuccessful this attempt was popu-
lation of Ireland t< mounts to 4,458,775. Of

!, 1 50, 1 14 belong to the various non-Roman-

Episcopalian Protestant

Church, ti byterians, the Methodists, &c.

3,308,661 are Roman Catholics, that is a propor-
n of 74 cent. Since the middle of the

I century the proportion between Roman
.holies and all others has altered somewhat in

of the latter. The Roman Catholics

numbered

1 86 1 77*69 per cent.

765
1901 74-ji

of the population. This slow reduction has not
; any increase of the other religions;

it has rather resulted from the still larger reduc-
of Roman Catholics, not, however, by con-

>ions but by emigration.
The hope that

considerable proportion of the Irish population
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aid be won over to Protestantism throi

colonization has been totally frustrated. We
iy say, without much exaggeration, that the

non-Romanists, with few exceptions, are de-

scended from colonists.

The English Government has been somewhat
more successful in the abolition of Irish customs
and usages, and above all in the extermination

of the Irish language. The number of persons
who understood Irish were :

Year.
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.

od by
liiuls i in keeping with

rrdui< . m-

s before it the IM;I
!<>p-

number of

ily link :iing a

gre ho, while they strive for one

lie end, shall supplement and complete

Bui red the rnal

An: of Ireland; it wanted to ere

conditions there which should render , !e a

Ithy economic development. As far as con-
ucation which England be-

iul, the results are not brilliant,

thou^i. mtial advances may be noted. If

uire what percentage of the population of
1 over five years of age can neither read

nor \vi find this to be in the following

years :

1841 53 per cent.

39

1901 14

In particular parts of the country and in indi-

vidual groups of the population things in 1901
were still worse. In Connaught 21 per cent.

were illiterate. The entire Roman Catholic

population of Ireland showed a percentage of
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16.4, and the Roman Catholic population of

county Donegal a percentage of actually 31.'

The picture of Irish development grows still

darker when we look at the population statistics.

In 1841 the census fixed the population of

Ireland at 8,175,124 souls. The census of 1901
shows a population of 4,458,775 ;

a diminution
in the population of 3,716,349 has therefore

occurred. I will not here go into the history of

Irish emigration, nor into its causes. Let it be
sufficient to mention that from 1851 to 1901

3,735,725 individuals emigrated. In spite of

such a decline in population, in spite of the fact

that Ireland with its 97 heads per square mile

is to-day anything but a thickly populated land,

emigration still continues. It amounted to

1900 ... ... 45,228 persons.

1901 ... ... 39 6l 3

56-4 per cent, of these emigrants were between
the ages of 15 and 25 ; 24.1 per cent, between
the ages of 25 and 35. Of 16,927 persons

1 As the Census from which all these figures

very rightly remarks, no conclusions as to the quality of the

population belonging to the different confessions can be
deduced from them. The simple fact that the Roi

Catholics form the majority of the country, and also the

greater proportion of the poor population, explains these

figures completely.

'[1902 40,190 persons.

I93 39>7 S9

1904 36>92
Trans/.]
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betwec ;iges of 20 ai only 44 men
>i women were married. It is the effi-

youth of the country
who ;in < to obtain oppor-

s for bettering thcniM-lvcs in the greater
h they find in the United Stat

aajority go out as unskilled labour

18,343 men, 658 were farmers, and 13,359
>urers; of. \vomen, 15,638 are described

Nor does the composition of the population
remaining in the old country show any feature

conomic youth and strength. To every
100,000 the number of those under 20 years ofage

of those from 20 to 55 years of age,

44,789, and of those over 55 years of age, 14,259.
of ages is not unlike that of the

pulation: it shows a small proportion of

youthful classes (303 under 15 years pen,ooo
in Irvluul, j02 in France, but 351 in Germany),

c proportion of persons over 60 years

ige (Ireland 105 per 1,000, France 125, but

lany only 80).
If we look at the births and deaths we find

births
figure

set down at 23*0 per 1,000 of

population, as against 18-2 for the deaths.

During the Census year (1901) there occurred

100,976 births and 79,119 deaths. But this

not unfavourable circumstn'

1

Emigration Statistics, 1901. Irish Emigration is dis-

cussed in detail by Karl Rathgcn, "Englische Auswanderung
and Auswanderungspolitik."
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loses in importance when we look at the

number of marriages. In 1901 there were

1,049,413 women of child-bearing age (15-45)
in Ireland, of whom only 341,254 were marri<

altogether 32-5 per cent. The number
married women is continuously diminishing in

proportion to the number of marriageable
men. 1

It is only in the backward districts of

Connaught that marriage frequency is great
In every 100 women of over 20 years of a.^c in

Mayo, there are only 33*3 unmarried, whilst in

County Dublin there are about 52*2 that

more than half. As illegitimate births,

especially in the Catholic portions of Ireland,

play no part, we perceive from these figures
the slow natural increase of the population.

" Estimated by the number of married women
of the child-bearing age, the natural increase of

population in Ireland is at present very small,"

says the Census. The picture of Ireland which
we used to conjure up, as a land of early

marriages, resulting in numberless children, has

long been incorrect. We may say without much

exaggeration that a large part of the population-
which is marriageable, and which desires to

marry, leaves Ireland every year to establish a

home beyond the ocean. Far truer than the

notion of a race multiplying like rabbits is the

saying of George Moore: "Nothing thrives in

Ireland, but the celibate."

1 Census, 22.



CHAPTER III

SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF THE PEOPLE.

IRELAND is a poor country. Anyone who has
wandered through the endless mountain wastes
of Connaught, who has seen the dirty slums of

an Irish town, inl : by a modern proletar
iiout modern industrial development, will

scarcely need to look out figures for his impres-
ts. At the same time statistics confirm his

conceptions. According to a calculation of Sir

Robert Giffen, which was laid before the Com-
mission on Financial Relations, for the work of

;ch it v. certain sense, taken as a basis,

the income of Ireland may be calculated at from

63 to 76 million pounds.
1 This estimate, with a

population of 4 J millions, would give an average
income of from 15 to 16. Small as this

rage income appears (and it must be con-

siderably lower in the west), it is the result of a

growth, though certainly a slow one. The

uil Report of the Royal Commission on the Financial

Relations between Great Britain and Ireland,
'

*f.
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assessments for income tax(" net assessments ")
amounted to :

1854
iSc> 4

1874

[894

^21,330,000
23,000,000
27,080,000

27,062,000

27,3s 1
.
0001

The income tax is a somewhat deceptive
standard, as it only falls upon incomes of more
than 160, and the majority of incomes in Ireland

are, undoubtedly, below this figure. But other

statistics, such as the increase in cattle, lodg-
ments in banks and savings banks, and perhaps
railway traffic, show a certain progress. The
lodgments in savings banks amounted to :

1870 ,2,700,000
1880 ... 3,700,000

1890 5,700,000

1894 ... ... 6,970,000'

From this we can scarcely derive any far-

reaching conclusions, except that the poverty of

Ireland is somewhat less to-day than it was a

few decades ago. A certain progressive activity
is showing itself in certain quarters. For

1 Financial Relations Report, p. 58. [The subsequent
returns, however, show a marked decrease. Transl.~\

8 Financial Relations Report, p. 207. [In 1905 the returns

show a balance of ^12,496,000 in Post Office Savings Banks
and Trustees Savings Banks. Trans/.']
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exau in limited liability com
amounted to :

1880

1890
IS,;,

1 1,500,000

19,000,000

25.48o.ooo
1

Such figures show the direction in which Ii

political economy is moving; they tell us lit

of its present condition.

A i! 1 account of housing conditions is

m in the Irish Census. The houses are

ided into four classes. The lowest (fourth)
mud cabins with one window and one

room; the third class consists of cottages having
ne to four rooms and the same number of

unuli \vs ; the second class are decent farm-
h from 4 to 9 rooms and windows;

highest class are really good houses. If

accept this classification, we obtain the

following figures. There were in the
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same house, and if we classify not the houses
but the dwellings, we get the following

picture :

In dwelling
he
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probably not to be found among any other West-
ran people. The bare earthen floor will

i.ahly he found in most of them. The Irish

rd of life is extraordinarily 1- ! there-

1 these outward signs of
poverty

are in a

certain sense <Hng. The Irishman is frc-

ntly not so poor as one mi^ht conclude from
r of living. The power of existing
table conditions of life, ofeking out

md of propagating his species on soil

where a Central European goat would die oi

hunger, has doubtless preserved the Irish people
mg the long period of scorn and oppression.

But this also which nowadays makes
economic progress and development so infinitely

It. A people which is contented wit!

little milk and potatoes, with tobacco, a little

y and strong but bad tea, does not produce
ments which the modern industrial world

requires.
About one-third of the Irish population, alto-

;ier 1,384,929, lives in the towns; of these

,463 live in nine boroughs, that is tov

which elect members of Parliament. Whilst the

total population since 1891 has decreased by
some thousands, the population of the towns

grown by 139,670. If we examine the town

population with regard to religious conditions,
md that there are in the boroughs 59.5 per

cent, of Roman Catholics, and in the remaining
towns 62.6 per cent. Thus the proportion of

holies to Protestants is less favourable in the
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towns than in the open country, for the average
for all Ireland is 74 per cent. In a certain sense,

therefore, the aim of the old English policy, to

keep the towns Protestant, has been attained.

Outside Dublin and Belfast, only some half-dozen

places really give one the impression oftow
The rest consist, except in Ulster, of village-
like agglomerations of houses, market centres,
Government centres and not to forget the most

important point drinking centres, of the agrarian
districts. Many of these small Irish towns are

the most depressing sight that one could see in

Western Europe. The misery of the open coun-

try is at least softened by the impression of

distance. Here the dirty cabins, planted close

against each other, line neglected streets to

which a few houses of several stones seek in vain

to impart an urban character. There is scan

any urban society with cultivated interests. The
clergy of the different denominations, a couple
of officials, a land-agent or two, the manager of

the local branch bank, a doctor, a lawyer ;
that

is all the culture-bringing element which is to

be found
;

there is perhaps a convent in the

neighbourhood, and one or two grammar sch<

not calculated to advance the mind in any
excessive degree. Justice however demands
the admission that the poor quarters of a large
town with their windowless, neglected houses,
on the front steps of which the whole body of

inhabitants are accustomed to sit, not exactly in

silence, are at least the match of the smaller
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towns in decay and revolting din. The rest

of t

only
ili towns by tin

ence of self-government, partly in scattered

nely cabins on the bogs or t

mountain slopes. The thinner the popular
omes, the lonelier will Ireland be; t

em; .il .-tiller the life of this joyous people.



CHAPTER IV.

OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE.

THE occupation statistics divide the Irish

population into six classes. The first cl

comprises the liberal professions, &c., and
contains 131,035 individuals. To it belong
doctors, lawyers, officials, &c. The second class

contains household employees, servants, &c.;
it comprises 219,418 persons. The third class

contains the commercial callings, with 97,889
individuals ; agriculture forms the fourth, with

876,062 individuals, and industry the fifth class

with 639,413. Finally, the sixth class, contain-

ing 2,494,958 persons, is composed of those

following occupations not more fully specified,
and chiefly the great masses of people who have
no calling whatever. From the Irish Census we
cannot learn much that is valuable from the

point of view of political economy ;
it supplies a

collection of individual economic facts rather

than an entire and systematically thought-
out view of Irish economic life. At the first

glance, the commercial and industrial classes

seem to have almost as much weight as the farming
class. But to this latter must also be reckoned
some 115,540 more persons generally described
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crs." Moreover, the Irish industi

m question are mostly minor industries with
or such as ieeds for

lance, building firms, clothing factories, &c.
The most important industry is perhaps t

iic business, which employs altogether 58,566

1 In the tir>t re the railways. Ireland
i land of private lines

; there are about thirty

private companies, the network of which is about

Kn.^lish miles in length. Their work-
n 1902 to about forty

millions. The t >{ the receipts over the
i -58 millions, producing an interest

re of e:
; per cent. The Irish r.

ire in the main passenger lines. Of the

receipts two millions were brought in by
Ific, and the rest of the receipts

ollows :

Goods in general .1,238,000
Cattle ... 330,000

219,700

Whilst in England an income of fifty-seven
millions from goods transport is balanced by an
income of 33*4 millions from passenger traffic,

>n between the two in Ireland is as

the following, see "
Ireland, Agricultural and Indus

iited by \V. P. Coyne, pp. 73 et *y., and Railway
; ; the Census Report has been also used here, as in

ici-s.
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1,787 to 2,098 millions. 1

Transport rates in

land are high, much higher than in England.
Whilst in 1890 transport per ton was 2275
per cent, dearer than in England, it had risen

in 1900 to 37*14 per cent.

Land transport by road, &c., occupies 18,985

persons, and shipping in its different brand

15,252.
The greatest Irish industry is the textile

industry, in particular the linen industry of

Ulster which is, in point of fact, one of world-

renown. In 1901 there existed 51 spinning
factories or spinning companies with 835,100
spindles. The number of mechanical looms was

31,484. The export of all kinds of linen from
the United Kingdom was estimated at five

million pounds for the year 1901 (Sir R. Lloyd
Patterson, at the Cork Industrial Conference,

pp. 38, 47, 48). The number of employees was

77,465, of whom 809 were engaged in the cotton

industry. In addition to these, some 30,000
were employed in bleaching establishments.

The woollen industry, on the other hand, has

essentially the character of a local industry. A
great deal of spinning is done in the cabins

;
but

there are about 114 rather small weaving con-

cerns employing 3,323 workers. 2

Altogether
the woollen industry gives employment to 5,348

1 In the English figures no receipts whatever from luggage
or letter transport are included.

* "
Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," p. 401.
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persons. The total number of those engag<
is 109,588

, indue: i>oot-

ount

Joyces. With th<

on of some boot factories, the un
about Londonderry, which employs

about 80,000 1. industry of
which comprises big factories. It

is ho -till organised to a larg :it as
a domestic in

unimportant. The coal mines send
out little more than 100,000 tons. The value of
all mine products amounts to about 250,000 ;

the number of persons engaged in mining is

t 6,386. Fisheries employ 11,000 indi-

viclu

In addition to these, three Irish industries of

world-wide reputation must be mentioned
; beer-

whiskey-distilling,
ami the great ship-

build irds of Belfast. The 39 beer
hind produced in 1901 over three

million barrels, of which about two million were
consumed at home.* All other firms are over-

shadowed by Guinness's Brewery, whose annual

profit of late years has been about /8oo,ooo.
The 30 whiskey distilleries produced in 1901

million gallons, of which about 4^ millions

were consumed at home. 8 Besides these 1

1

Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," p. 418.
1 '

Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," pp. 459 ft stq.
' "

Ireland, Agric. and Ind./
1

p. 499.
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concerns, illegal distillation is secretly carried

on in many peasants' cottages in the W<
where the so-called "

poteen
"

is manufactured,
which is especially dear to the Irish whis!

drinker, by reason of the difficulty of obtaining
it and the danger and illegality of its production.
No fewer than 1,404 of the stills used in this

connection were seized in 1902 by the police.
The alcohol industry, though only emplcn

5,400 persons, affords a great number of dealers

and publicans lucrative opportunities for gain.
It is estimated that there are in Ireland 30,572

general shopkeepers whose economic success

would often be doubtful without a publican's
license. In 1902 25,206 licenses were issued. 1

The battle for licenses is a moment in Ir

life which is much weightier and more important
than the battles in the political arena which fill

the columns of the newspapers. The power of

the publican in the political life of Ireland is

making itself felt more and more. In this im-

poverished country they are the capitalist class,

and as such exert a powerful influence.

The last great industry and it has a world-

wide reputation are the great shipbuilding

yards in Belfast, especially those of Harland iSc

Wolff, which employ about 9,000 hands. In

1900 their production amounted to 93,316 tons

gross. The importance of this industry for

Belfast lies, apart from every other considera-

1 Thorn's Official Directory.
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i the fact th.it it .supplements t

:y;the female population works in the

ictories, the men in the yards.
XYlu'ii we coi res we can

scarcely say that Ireland gives the impression
of ial count r\ ie main it \- an

, and, so far as we can sei

in an agrarian country with the ex-

on of the east coast.



CHAPTER V.

TENDENCIES OF IRISH AGRICULTURE.

THE area of Ireland amounts to 20,350,000
acres. These are utilized as follows :

Corn, roots, potatoes, etc. ...

Meadows, and temporary meadows, hay
from permanent pasture

Fallow and fruit ...

Woods, &c.

Bog, waste, barren mountain, water, &c.

Acres.

2,260,000

303,000
4,817,600

These figures already show us that Ireland is a

pasture country. The area devoted to meadow
is 2,260,160 acres

;
to these are added 10,586,639

acres of permanent pasture, making a total

of 12,846,799 acres, or more than two-thirds

of all the arable land. Ireland is accordingly
a cattle-rearing country. The cattle are esti-

mated as follows :

Milch Cows
Cattle of two years and

upwards
One year old cattle . . .

Under one year

1861.

Head.

1,545,000

846,600

585,50
521,400

Total, 3,498,5oo

1904.
id.

1,497,000

1,027,000

1,035,000

1,117,000

4,676,000
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-e compare these figures, we find a decrease
in miK h cows of nearly 3 per cent. ; an increase

itiU ,.iui< r .1 yr;ir old of 114 per cent.; an
icase in the total stock of cattle, excepting

the cows, of 62*7 per cent., and including cows
of 33*6. These figures prove that Ireland

developing more and more from a milk-pro-
du< mtry into a meat-producing counti

Other live stock amount to

Sheep (which are diminishing in number) 4,200.000
1'iri 550,000

565,000
Asses 239,000

312,000
i'ouhry about 18,000,000

The exports of live stock to England for an

rage of three years (1900-1902) amounted
to

Head.

Cattle 782,466

or 13*8 per cent, of the total live-stock
;

ex-

cluding the cows, some 25 per cent.

Sheep ... 920,000, or 19-3 per
I

1

:. 650,000, or 48*9 per cent, of the total.

The value of these live stock exports amounted
to

Cattle j 1 1,ooo,ooo

oep ; oo,ooo
1'u

Total, ,13,740,000

1

Agricultural Statistics, 1904.
*
Thorn, 1903, p. 639.
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The total value of live stock is estimated

between 42 millions and 71 millions
;

that of

the horses at 12 J millions. 1

Irish agriculture shows us another picture.
There are planted with

Acres.

Cereals and flax ... ... 1,323,482
Root Crops ... . i ,050,483

2,260,160

altogether, 4,634,125 acres.
2

The value of the harvest amounts on the

average to 33 millions.
3 Of this, there come

to:

Hay ... ... ;i 3,000,000
Oats ... 6,000,000
Potatoes ... ... ... ... 8,000,000

These three most important harvests yield 27
millions sterling (according to the Agricultural
Statistics of 1902).* These figures also show
that Ireland is a pastoral land with little agricul-

1

Thorn, 1903, pp. 738 and 746. [The estimate of

42 millions is on the basis of the prices of 1841 71 millions

is the more correct figure. Trans!.]
*
[For 1905 the returns are

Acres.

Cereals and flax ... ... ... 1,317,348
Root crops ... ... ... 1,044,373
Meadow ... ... 2,294,506

Trans/.]
> millions in 1904. Trans/.]
\$ millions in 1904. Trans/.]
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turo, ami with < ve' technical methods. 1

876,000 persons were engaged in

agri
i whom about 140,000 (men and

;cd as 1 ind cor

^5,000 as indoor serv.i id in addition

t also add to the agricultural
ome of the 181,000 individuals

ally il labour.

i l.uul of iK-imanrnt j>;i>ture. 1

out of 15 million acres of arable

350,000 acres arc allotted to turnips,
how little an intensive system of crop

rotation is followed in 1. As a denser

poj
Me without agriculture, and

ve agriculture can scarcely be pursi:
.iout turnii ii question is ultimately

i 'turnip ii.' Two-thirds of the country

inks to the extraordinary ftuitfulness of the soil taken

Is from the various crops are sub-

stantially greater than in England. The average yield in the

fears 1893-1902 amounted to:

England.
at per acre ... 30-52 bhls. 32*21 bhls.

Ottl 40*36 44*47 ..

Icy 32-62 39-23
:n permanent

past 22*62 cwt. 46*51 cwt.

Potatoes 5-96 tons. 3*87 tons.

The potato is the poor man's
crop,

and is therefore wrung
from poor soils (Agricultural Statistics, 1903). [Considerable
don .is to the accuracy of the estimated yield of crops

Ireland, and in the returns for 1905 (cd. 2854) the question
is stated to be under investigation. Trans/.']
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is never touched by plough or sp;nl< -. M
parts of the country, especially in the counties

of Kildare, Meath and Dublin, are nothing but

grassy deserts covered with a dense growth of

shimmering, almost blue-green, grass and sub-

divided into fields by hedges and ditches. Tl \

is scarcely a human being to be seen, for the

cattle graze without a herdsman in the hi dged-
in fields, in the centre of which a solitary post
or stone against which the animals can rub
themselves is almost the only mark of human
effort. Hundreds and thousands of ruined cot-

tages are scattered about, dwellings in which
human beings formerly dwelt. The number of

inhabited houses fell, since 1851 from 1,146,223
to 858,158 in 1901, a diminution of 188,065
houses. It is these wide "

grazing ranches
"

which have made Ireland into a land of a great
silence.

Both climate and soil favour pasture farming.
The soils have, for example, been classified into

1. Fattening land.

2. Lowland pasture for dairy farming.
3. Lowland pasture, second quality.

4. Mountain pasture.

5. Bogs and waste lands.
1

Coyne, "Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," pp. 29 et seg. Many
statements in this essay are extracted from this excellent book,
the author of which was till a short time ago head of the

Statistical Branch of the Irish Department of Agriculture. An
early death has snatched him from a valuable activity. Under
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With the exception of the coarsest soils in

Ulster, the s soon as withdrawn
m cult , covers itself with grass. The

regular m<i.sturv and slight cold

in winti r, favours grass farming and is not th<

m< lage farming. Besides these

plr reasons a host of other cause

co-opt to make Ireland a pastoral land.

(1 that the abolition of the Corn 1

(1846) changed Ireland from an agricultural
1 country. It is not my intention to

:ion here, but it can be said with

tolerable precision that no corn duties of faiiK

bearable dimensions would have been able

>e great fall in the price of com dur
s. Up to that time it was not so mi

1 in corn prices as the rise in meat prices
had caused the prevalence of cattle breed-

in Ireland. Moreover, the Irish have ahv

le rearing people, understand
!e of agriculture and turning their attention

exclusively to cattle: breeding. The dense popn-

his supervision the statistical publications of the Department
of Agriculture became a s- illy thought-out and practi-

cally useful source of information. Coyne was one of the few

c brought a si. ining to the trcati.

of practical questions. The statistics which have issued from

Icpartment are among the few which try to answer questions
manner, and do not merely contain a collet

of figures which i as well serve to mislead as to illu-

te public opinion. \\ iifficult points in my I

es would never have been solvable without his help and
advice.
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lation in the first half of the i<)th century drove

Ithem

to tillage, \vhirh < ilitated by hi^h
corn prices, but their agricultural methods
were so primitive that they were in many ways
detrimental to the fruitfulness of the soil,

small holdings the burning method mostly \

vailed, and was carried on in an exaggerated and

improper manner, impoverishing the ground for

years to come. Even at the present day we
see in the poorer meadows traces of former

tillage in the remnants of ridges about a yard
broad and known by the name of "

lazy bed
the poor growth of grass which here springs up
shows how fertility has been destroyed.

1

Ireland is not only a land of cattle-breeding,
it is a land of 'extensive

1

farming. Out oi

million acres standing under grass, only from 2

million will the hay be cut. The planting of

fodder crops, clover, roots, &c., is very scanty.
The cattle are generally both summer and winter
in the open, although they often lose wei

during the winter from the cold. Young en

which in autumn are worth about 6 or 7 a hea< 1

are sometimes only worth from 20 to 30 shillings
more in the following spring.

2 The cows alone are

stabled. In the west they are often to be found
in the cottages of their owners. " The cow

keeps the house warm "
is an old Irish sa} i

Irish grass farming mainly consists in this, t

1 '

Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," pp. 29 ct seq.
2
Journal of the Department of Agriculture, September, 1 903 ,

p. 16.
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n causes the sun to shine and the rain to

iut Man sends the

1 gives himself no further trouble about them,
which woi: 1 four times the profit

fodder crops
The following v. of farming may be

: :

i.l
.>i. The

principal product sold,

sale of milk, is butter. Dairying
d on in th< re counties of

Mu in Cork, Limerick and Tip-
per it also in Ulster. Butter-making

ried on to a large extent in steam
the number of which is 609 and the

production 479,000 cwt. Amongst them there

n 1900 236 co-operative dairies, with

mbers. T reduced 13! million

Ib. of butter to the value of 703,826
^.' The dair tem has prospered

greatly through the co-operative movement. As,

however, stall-feeding, and the growing of fodder

requisite thereto, are only carried on to a slight

extent, the winter production of butter, when
the prices are highest, is not nearly as large

should be possible.
The farms which devote themselves to meat-

production may be divided into three classes:

eland, Agric. and Ind.," pp. 220 ft sty. [In 1904,

according to the Report of the I. A. O. Soc. (or that year,

, ,'S co-operative creameries, producing over 20

million Ib. of butter. Trans/.]
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2. Farms which rear calves and cither sell them
soon or feed them until they can be sent out

young cattle. These farms sometimes prodi
not inconsiderable quantities of butter as well

;

they are to a large extent western farms, the

small owners of which follow this occupation.
3. Farmers of this class buy young cattle and

allow them to graze until they are nearly fit

for market. These are called store cattle.

These also are raised largely in the western

counties. A large number of beasts so fattci

are sent to England and Scotland to be finished

for the market by rational feeding within a short

time. In 1901 344,954 head of store cattle were

exported.
1

4. The next class is that of the rearers of fat

cattle, who are settled in the rich grass counties

of Meath, Dublin and Kildare, and who buy
store cattle and within a comparatively short

time finish them for market on their gr
*

ranches/ and send them to Dublin and to the

English markets as fat cattle. In 1901 261,690
head of fat cattle were exported.

2

There is an intimate economic connection
between these three forms of cattle-breeding.
If the wide cattle ranches of Meath were ploughed

1

Journal, Dept. of Agric., September, 1903, p. 17.
"
Ireland,

Agric. and Ind.," p. 322. [On March 8, 1906, Mr. Lloyd
George stated in the House of Commons that the figure for the

past
five years was, on an average, 476,000 a year.

2 "
Ireland," etc., p. 322. [The figure for the year ending

Sept. 30, 1905, is 229,967. Transl.]
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1 given over to agriculture, an economic
would probably result in t. st, for

rs of young cattle and unfini^i *tl<

ose their markt ;tl-

the national inch

;th tlic exception of calf

, essentially a business of speculation. A
uys a beast cheap, lets it graze for a

time, and sells it off at a higher price m
as shoi possibl( I not only the

professional cattle breeder and the professir
low th: ness; in Mcath

iun invest their wages in cattle,

which their employer allows to graze in his

or a small payment; they thus make
i a profit from this cattle speculation.

The good meadows of the West are often set for

Hi to the village shopkeeper, the solicitor,

or the doctor even t rgyman himself does
not scorn sometimes to increase his scanty in-

come by this means. A good proportion of these

tions are carried on by credit. It is more
n likely that the majority of deposits lodged

in Irish banks, in so far as they are not sent

d or employed by parties who have
;i tin- town, are used for speculation
When the Irish people are spol

of as a race of agriculturalists, what is really
m is dealers. The mere fact that

to 545202 occupiers of farms there are 615,933
tie-owners, points to this conclusion. 1

1

Agricultural Statistics, 1904, pp. 28, 95.
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5. The fifth type are the agricultural farms
which occur principally in King's County,
Queen's County,Wexford, Carlow, and ci-

ally frequent in Ulster, with the exception of the

Counties of Fermanagh and Cavan. 1

Ulster,
in fact, has a more severe climate than the rest ot

the country, but it also has much less fruitful

pastures, which will not clothe themselves with

ss, and on which man must do his part if he
its to ripen a harvest. It is, moreover, in-

habited by a capable, energetic population,

partly of Scottish origin, who brought from tli

homes in Scotland a knowledge of agriculture,
and thus were spared the slow development from
the nomadic condition. Here, in addition to

flax, oats is the principal crop. Barley, the raw
material for the national industries of whiskey
and stout, is cultivated to a considerable extent

in Tipperary and Wexford
;
but constant impor-

tation of barley is necessary, for the brewers have
cause for complaint as to the uneven quality of

the Irish barley.
The five types of farm which have been

mentioned do not often occur as pure examples
of their class. According as grass farming is

combined with dry feeding its type becomes
more modified in the direction of the agricultural
farm. In County Roscommon and other places

sheep pastures take the place of the cattle

pastures. The breeding of swine and suck

1 "
Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," p. 307.
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pigs is also prosecuted almost everywhere. The
West produces numerous though not oft

There is everywhere a potato
1 which in crop rotation often interchanges

]
\ oats and is intruded for the sustenance

of the owner. The importance of the potato
in tli. f, MM! of the people is much less th.in

former times, but even to a
t place. A good year not only

renders possible a co: v luxurious style
of living but it also permits the rearing and sale

of
i

a bad year in many cases means
t to potatoes, cow's milk plays a,

great part in the people's diet.

6. As a sixth class we may perhaps men
farms, particularly in the West, which

lesignated as household farms. A
household farm in the strictest sense of the

word is not possible in a country where th<

people have to pay rent. There the farmer must
luce for the market. On many farms in t

West however the occupants only produce oats,

potatoes, milk, &c., for their own use. The wool
of the mountain sheep is spun and transformed
into clothing. Any scanty surpluses achieved in

manner are sold, but are not sufficient to

pay the rent. The n m, therefore, is in many
: out of some secondary source of pro fit,

by fishing, tramping abroad for work, industi

ivity, &c., so i c. may say in a certain

i only the household needs of the

family are supplied by the farm.



CHAPTER VI.

THE IRISH TENANT AND HIS HOLDING.

IRELAND is a country of 'extensive' agriculture,
and at the same time a country of small farms.

The area of the holdings in 1902 amounted to :

Area.
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consequently almost 50,000 farmers have double
hoh!

A certain number of the holdings under one
c are potato plots held

by
town labo

be a number of thes-

among th ns. From 5 to 30 ar
r 258,105 proprietors, who constitute 47-5

per cent, of all tin- \

;
from i to 30 aci

>,ooo farrm ,7-8 per cent. The total area
^1 by these 47*5 per cent, is 22*4 per cent, of
land of In 57-8 per cent, hold only 23*3

ipcrficial area of Ireland ; that

is to say inon- than 75 per cent, of the suj
ficial area of Ireland is in the hands of the larger

mers, men working over 30 acres. If we con-
hat the small farms are to a great extent

on bad soil, we shall easily perceive that the
ill farmer in Ireland does not lie upon a bed

of roses. Matters are comparatively prosperous
in tlu North. There the holdi certainly
small. In Armagh almost 70 per cent, of them

on five and ten acres; but the more
advanced technical methods and the industr

cha of the country render this smallness
con vely harmless. 1 The number and size

of the holdings have altered very much since the

1

Ibid., p. 26, note. If we find among the larger holdings
more owners than holdings, this is owing to certain statistical

double counts. (The figures for 1904 show 591,224 holdings
1,202 occupiers. Trans/.]

sties, 190
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year 1841,1110 last census before the Irish famine.

The number of farms was as follows :

Vc.u.
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15 acre Sgi there were only 42-1 per cent,

ol t Then been a sub-

:iution of small holdings and
1 increase of large holdings. This

mo\ was most pronounced in Connaught.
s of

Over 30 acre* increased by ... 4277 per cent.

36l '5

*45'3
In ! by 1 19-4

The great number of small hol

;ained proves that the h which

peared <>t utilised to raise small

of middle-sized ones ;

: welded into large farms. In

is explained that a large
number oi" Irish fanners find themselves to-day

r more prosperous condition than in the

rs before the famine; but that the circum-

nces of the owners of small holdings who still

not substantially improved.
Mere areas have a meaning only for those
o have formed from personal observation an

idea of Irish conditions. We can find in

Connaught gigantic holdings, as far as area

rs, on which, by reason of the poverty of the

miserable mountain sheep find a bare

ng. The following figures may serve as

imples : In the Poor Law Union of Belmullet

md, Agric. and Ind.," p. 317.
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.

ily 19-5 per cent, of the surface of the ground
cupied by agriculture and pasture :

In Clifden 33-6 per cent.

In Dunfanaghy ,
. 30*8

In Westport 31*9 ,,

When we only regard extent, then Ulster

seems to be the land of small holdings. Among
187,974 farmers there are 94,601, that is to say

just the half, whose holdings do not amount to

more than 15 acres, reckoning in both cases the

holdings of less than one acre. But according
to the taxation value there are out of 168,272

holdings only 35,370 of not more than 4.

About one half of these, namely 14,912, frill to

Donegal, the social structure of which resembles
the western counties.

We therefore obtain a clearer general view
if we group the holdings according to the value

of their produce as it appears in the assessment
of taxes :

Valuation.
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it follows that OS'5 percent.
ilich do not exceed the valu*

cupy 6-12 million acres, or 01. 1 of

cultivated surface. Two-thirds of

the holdings occupy one-third of the land.

nt. of all the holdings 'ued at

han 30 ; they occupy 9*2 million acres or

iperficial ai

Th ice of holdings of small value is

greatest in tin- \\Y>t. In Connaught there

ut of 109,359 holdings, 41,4390! the valiu

of 4, and in Mayo 15,867 out of 32,732. These

S67 holdings occupied 214,000 acres of

Co. Mayo, which contains :han a million

The holdings of over 50, numbc
at 700, alone covered an area of nearly
<xx) acres.

remember that the yearly valuation,
contained in tin ion assessment,

fixed on the basis of high prices for products,

picture of poverty shown by the number
11 holdings is intensified. 1 \Ve may

assume that all holdings under 4 and a large
number of holdings up to 15 are uneconomic

combine the size of the holdii

.veil conclude that

200,000 Irish farm holdings are uneconomic.
. with thr ing techni

methods, t liable capital and the prevailing
rket conditions, about 200,000 Irish farms

1 Final Report on Local Taxation, p.
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are too small to support, even according to i

low Irish standard of life, the farm ing on

them, and to supply them with food, clothing,
education and occupation.

1

The worst of these deficit holdings, as I )

called them in another place, are to be found in

the so-called "
congested districts.'* For the

purposes of Local Government Ireland is divided
into 159 unions. These unions are sub-divided
for election purposes into "

electoral division

of which there are 3751 in the whole of Ireland.

By section 36 of the Land Act of 1891 the

Congested Districts Board was created, an

authority whose duty it is to promote the last

improvement of the backward districts in

West, and it received for this purpose an annual
income of ^55,ooo.

2 The districts subject to

it are selected according to the following rule :

Where more than 20 per cent of the population of

a county live in electoral divisions of which the

rateable value gives a sum of less than 30
shillings per head of the population, these

electoral divisions are deemed to be so-called
"
congested district counties." Such electoral

divisions are to be found in the counties of

Donegal, Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon, Clare,

Mayo, Galway, Cork (West Riding), and Kerry;
altogether 9 counties with a total of 1,264
electoral divisions. Of these 835 are not

1

Journal Dept. Agric., December, 1903, p. 99.
8 "

Ireland, Agric. and Ind.," p. 258.
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agested c total

ion of the 429 di n 1891
1 l9 l >S77i population 505,723;

>le value per iml. was therefore

ijd.
1

tion of ular districts as

conge- ^ of course an arbitrary one.
Tli- iy be electoral divisions the condition

which is much worse than in the conge
is, only these poor divisions do not form

20 population of the county.
Tl ict many such districts; the

'Bested
districts therefore contain

only a par-
section of the Irish population living on

uneconomic 1 s. The kernel of a deficit

;i of this kind is always the potato patch, the
s of which vary according to the

r of mouths in the family. It supplies
main article of diet; the surplus, if any

1 for pi^s' food. The potatoes are grown
in so-^ *

lazy beds," in broad drills

sep. from each other by deep trenches,

land these trenches sen *he

for drainage purposes, especially
potato field is situated on peat

tubers were simply laid on the bed
and earth out of the trench shovelled over

They arc now set in the ground. The work is

itly done with the spade, for the fields are

igested Districts Board Report, 1903, Append i

and 26.
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often too small and too stony to admit of a

plough being used
; moreover, tl cldom

capital enough to possess a plough,

crop rotation is that oats generally foll<

potatoes, and in its turn makes way for potatoes

again, a sequence which continues in tin -less

alternation so long as the plot continues

yield a crop. When the land is quite exhaus!
another piece of pasture is broken up, which
has hitherto been avoided for convenience* sa'

the exhausted land is left alone and the grass

grows on it of itself.

The land which is not used for potatoes
oats is pasture sometimes lowland, sometimes
mountain pasture which is often used by a
number of farmers in common. The bearing
capacity of these pastures is established, and the

unit of calculation is the " sum." A " sum "
is

the pasturage right of a certain number of stock
;

whether these consist of cows, geese, sheep, or

asses is at the option of the individual fan.

for there is a certain fixed standard of reduci

between the various kinds of stock, so that e\

farmer can dispose his live stock according
to these principles. There is not much dung
produced on the farm, for no genuine stall-

feeding exists. In addition to artificial manures
sea sand, sea-weed, or peat soil are therefore

made use of. At the seaside the chief mar
used is sea-weed. The right to it is an essential

part of most farms. Fuel material is obtained

by cutting turf; the bogs of Ireland are so rich
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in turf that tin : f it only in a corn-

er of badly 'places.
i lives from October to May for

otatocs, milk, and tea. They
s, and poultry.

tie have of ed, as the best
-old and the worst r 1 for

s are frequently

very poor, both from nent and from
. erstock ; many of them

ipport not: ut the most easily
:ied Scottish mou From May

to Octc. hen the old harvest is

used up, the peop! on American flour, or
on maize n not

only an article of
o furnishes the principal fodder for

stock on the farm. Oats are eaten in

orm of porridge, or given to the animals

people M ent their S(

with bacon, it is of the worst American
The good Irish bacon made from their

much too expeii The income
from the sale of cattle and from other farming
transactions is not sufficient to pay the rent,

defray the taxes, make the ,
rs to

md meet all necessary expenditure.
Some additional source of profit is absolutely

necessary. This is (i) Work on neighbouring
farms, tor which, however, there is seldom a

demand, as all the West is pasture land ; there

is a regular demand for labour only on the

s of the richest landlords. Much more
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important is (2) the work of the harvesters in

England. According to Government statistics,

566 labourers, or 3-9 per thousand of the Ii

population went in 1903 to England ;
most of

them came from Connaught, especially fi

Mayo. Amongst 13,530 Connaught men, 9,266
were from Mayo. About 80 per cent, of tlv

migratory labourers are the sons and relations of

land holders, but not themselves land holders
;

the other 20 per cent, are land holders. No 1

than 300 holders travelled from Connau
whose holdings averaged more than 20 acres.

The railway statistics show a larger number of

migratory labourers, namely 24,021 ; but, as a
number of double journeys made by persons who

go twice in the year to England are here

included, this statement is too high. Besides
this migration to England there is an inland

migration which is very hard to estimate from
the more northerly counties to Ulster. If <

goes in summer to one of the chief districts of

these migratory labourers for example, to Achill

Island there is scarcely an able-bodied mar
be found in the large villages.
A third source of auxiliary profit is the

fishing, which has above all things prospered
considerably through the activity of the Con-

gested Districts Board. Kelp burning may
mentioned as a fourth : this is the manufacture of

iodine and soda from sea-weed, and was formerly
a lucrative occupation on the west coast. It

created the thickly scattered settlements which
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we still west coast ;
hut it is now-

; industry ;
to dcvelop-

Doi must be cor ! as

rofit, especially the spinning
of "

homespuns," which flourishes

mountain villages of Donei
f /7OO are often sold in the

:ithly markets of Ardara rrick. These

homespun ed (mostly with local ble

products), and the patterns designed, by the

people thcms .ho often show remarkable
taste and skill in this traditional industi

>t and certainly not the least source of

help whici the service of the occupa
of deficit fan the money contributions

es who have emigrated to America.
;hout these various additions to the profits of

nin they would always find themselves on the

narrow border which separates a bare existence

:n famr rum time to time there is a
the potatoes fail and the yearly

income has to suffice not only for the months
from May to October, but for the ous
winter a

The type of deficit farm here described is not

confined to the congested districts; there are

individual groups of such farms in

other parts of the country which in ot

respects are quite flourishing. We may with

1 '

Ireland, Agric. and Ir
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certainty assume that there are from 150,000
200,000 such and similar farms in Ireland.

Ireland was originally covered with small farms
;

these are nowadays confined to from one-third to

one-half the total number of Irish holdings. The
occupants of these farms do not regard tb

holding as an agricultural business
; they r

turf, dwelling, potatoes and milk, and

willing to pay a rent for these, which cannot be
met by the sale of farm produce. As long
this rent can be scraped together in some way by
means of any occupation, it is all one to them
where it comes from. Agriculture proper
beyond their ken. Two or three days in the

spring are enough to get the fields into order
;
a

little attention is necessary in the summer
keep the hungry sheep off; a couple of days are

sufficient in the autumn to dig the potatoes and
to harvest the oats. Though the ideal of these

people is to increase their holdings they have
no intention of running the plough across their

fields. They hope rather to speculate in cattle

as comparatively large cattle breeders.

It is scarcely possible to draw a definite line

between uneconomic and economic holdings. It

runs in general between 20 and 40 acres, hence
the creation of such farms and the enlargement
of small holdings to this area has become a

political battle cry. The deficit farms arc,

economically, labourers' plots the owners of

which have no opportunity for work, or they are

in a technical sense grass farms whose owners
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possess neither <

Holdings too the kernel of

in consists in the potato patch; it is not
:ent from the del ins, only ti

i more or :iu icni

ntity of pasture is round about the pot
1 that B i amount of

energy and
e present. There is doubtless

a certain tendency to increase the number of
ie owners of i

i<> not regard them as

they are inclined to

:n
up amongst their children or perhaps

to them. The farm is expected to

as many persons as possible with

itoes, milk and lodging, but not to afford

for carrying on a proper farming
:ness. Legislation interposed great

obstacles in the of the sub-division of

ns. On the large farms where farmers are by
degrees beginning to work on economic princi-

ias not been completely in vain
; on

rms the tendency to sub-division
will long continue

Agriculture then is the main industry of
Irela To a great extent it is mov

directions rking system
,' the technical method . The

ner's money is in the bank and not in his

ri. One who has curate knowledge of

y Commission, Nos. 25,055, 8,737, 28,791.
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Irish agriculture has summarised his opinion in

the foil words :

" A preponderance of uneconomic holdings, the

want of working capital or of an inducement to

invest in the improvement of land
; the want of

proper housing for the farmer and his family or

for his stock
;
a large and steady increase in the

area of second class pasture, which would yield
four times more wealth if well tilled

; the com-

placent satisfaction with the present system
which relegates Ireland to the position of a

ranch to supply store stock for British farmers

to fatten; a too prevalent practice of selling tin

best and breeding from inferior stock; the almost

complete loss in certain districts of the art of

tillage ;
the want of a regular system of rota-

tion
;

the aversion from doing more than the

minimum to clean the land ;
the want of pride

in the performance of farm work and in the

arrangements about the homestead; the tendency
to put off ploughing, sowing, and harvesting until

the last moment
;
the small value that is put

upon time
;
the want of recognition of the fact

that the best and most productive manure that

goes into the land is labour
;

all these and other

causes combine to make and to keep Irish farm-

ing backward." 1

'Journal Dept. of Agric., December, 1903, p. 198.
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Till-: IKISII LANDLORD AND HIS ESTA

to-day In .1 country ot

esti proprietoi
is of the p^

ick in most to conqu
English conquerors overran Ireland at four

First in May, 1169, camt
a host of Norman-Welsh Conquistadors; then
followed under Elizabeth the colonization of

Mui nd of Ulster under Janru en the

foundations of the present Anglo-Scottish colony
, ere laid. A further great outburst of

colonizing activity took place under the govern-
ment of Cromwell, which however came to a

idstill under the Restoration. The fourth

and last seizure of Irish land by conquest took

r the second or "
glorious" revolution.

<j plantation schemes it was sough
establish not only large owners but also small

peasants and labourers, an object which was
icd, in Ulster only, by the " Plan-

tation of Ulster." The present landowner
'

are to a large extent descendants of

se colonists who were invested with

conquered land I or Commonwealth.
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The great famine of the years 1845-1851
made bankrupt a number of landowners whose
economic position had already been shattci

In the so-called " Encumbered Estates Court"
and later in the " Landed Estates Court" a
sort of liquidation court for the alienation of

bankrupt estates was created. 10,034 estate

the value of 54,000,000 were sold through this

court between 1849 and 1880, mostly at from 20
to 25 years

1

purchase. Many small Irish capi-

talists, such as shopkeepers and publicans, but

also large insurance companies, were among the

new purchasers to whom an absolute title of

ownership was granted.
1

It is not worth while to go in detail into the

distribution of landed property in Ireland as set

forth, though in a very imperfect manner, in

the Irish *

Doomsday Book' of 1876, for this

arrangement of property is now passing away.
I shall only point out that at that time about
one half of the country was in the hands of

about 700 persons.
The Irish estates of to-day may be divided

into three classes. There are the large land-
ners who live on their English estates and

merely draw an income from Ireland. Tli

are of course absentees who only remain a few

weeks, if at all, in Ireland. As they are gene-
rally extremely wealthy and can afford to pay
excellent agents, the condition of their property

1 " The Irish Landlord and his Accusers," p. 507.
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compares not unfavourably with that

second class is that of large
I.m lent in Ireland, who, with a

^e nominal income, are often anything but
third class belong 1<> :its,

who by their baa economic posi-
iul the curtailment of their rer.

obliged to remain continuously in Ireland. A
fou i ss of ownr: >rmed by the 80,000

i oprietors created by the Land Acts,
ever have to be discussed in ano-

r connection.

h pro; s three important character-

divided property in many cases.

The original feoffees set their land under agree-
of the longest terms, often at a perpetual
> a middleman ; they are therefore only

trs, whilst the actual rights and func-

is of the property belong to the middleman.
others, Trinity College, the great

:ant University of Ireland, stands in thi.s

position.
The second essential point is that by far the

greater number of Irish estates are bound by
h occupier enjoys the propt

during life, but does not own it. That portion
itt which goes beyond the usufruct

ongs to his sons, or to such heirs as may be

by the family settlements. From this

formerly arose the inability to grant

ong term. It was also impossible to

1 the estates, for only the trustees of the heirs,
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and not the owner himself, could negotiate such

a sale. The " Settled Estates Act 11
of 1882

enables the owner to sell his estate, but ru

obliged to invest the proceeds in the sa

restricted manner, in the form of securities

tied-up for the wards. As trustee securities

only yield from 3 to 3^ per cent, interest at

most in England, a sale always means restric-

tion to a rate of interest at 3^ per cent.

The third and most important point is the

encumbered condition of many Irish estates.

For decades the owners have lived beyond their

means ; they have carried forward as assets

arrears of rent which could not be collected
;

and, as the law of primogeniture was in force,

they have made settlements for life on other

members of the family. The result was a

heavy burdening of estates with mortgages.
These mortgages are partly in the hands of

members of the family ;
but also partly in pos-

session of insurance companies, lawyers, &c.

The big Irish corporations, and especially
ecclesiastical associations, have a considerable

portion of their capital invested in mortgages of

this kind. The first mortgages are generally
excellent investments, for they are absolutely
secure. As, however, a system of bonds and
a mobilised mortgage system in general does not

exist, there is no good market for such mortgages,
and the rate of interest is very high 5 to 6 per
cent, is by no means rare. The incumbrance of

an income of 1,800 with a settlement of 600
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I ut if a fall in prices
lace and rent i>y 33 per cent. :

interest on mortgages would of course remain
unreduced. If ti 1 income dropped from

/i,800 to 1,200, this would mean, the burden
of (1 mainii ame, a reducti n of ;

nc by 50 }
<j liquidation

ten

den distressed Irish land(

e however never been able, till the

W\ i Land Act, to procure the creation of

:iaiicial organization for this purpose, although
:i of the rate of interest from 5 p(

^ per cent, would have reduced an obligation
i 600 to 360.
The ancestors of the present Irish land

were planted in Ireland with a view to

ilizing the inhabitants, who laboured under

truly primitive economic conditions. We can-

not say that this task has been accomplished.
The thousands of small farmers who were
settled on Irish estates would have made the

expenditure of immense sums of (

owner of the property had desired to

e each of them a fully equipped farm. The
owner seldom possessed the capital required for

s object. Thus the burden of equipping his

farm fell upon the farmer, who performed his

k in a manner which was far from technically

perfect. The landlord levied rent from the

land
;

the farmer put all the capital into the
d which was necessary to make it arable.
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In this way arose a sort of divided property,
iual ownership," which gradually came to be

recognized, first by custom, then by law.

On the whole, the ownership of large estates

in Ireland is not carried on upon economic
businesslike lines. It is true that we may find

almost everywhere large demesnes with park,

garden, and home farm
;
but the landlord's ho;

at the best was only an important centre of con-

sumption, and very rarely the central point <

great scheme of management embracing the <

tire property. The administration of the est.

is generally in the hands of an agent who can
on business with the farmers, collects the rents,

and conducts the entire financial administration

of the property, in which he is often controlled

by the family lawyer. The business with the

farmers is, in a great number of cases, a consider-

able task. On an estate recently purchased by
the Congested Districts Board there are over

4,000 small farmers. The agent as a rule re-

ceives 5 per cent, of the rent receipts for his

labour. As the majority of agents do not con-

fine themselves to the administration of a sin

estate, an agent can be found for small properties
as well as for large ones. The number of Irish

agents must be about 400.
The importance of the agent in Irish eco-

nomics cannot be over-estimated. It depends
upon his tact and business capacity whether the

landlord lives in peace or in discord with his

tenants, for Ireland is a land where nothing
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be accomplished by it where

tiling. The agent

belongs Beneath hi;

his assis bailiff, whilst the home farm

iged by th- rd.

It is not m> a deta
i ot the Irish land" this

class ' much a mixture as in most
n occupations. But, more perhaps

other social groups, it has had to suffer for

< ss members. It has distin-

port and in u also

showed administration of

and's colonies. It possess^ ir as the

>cial life are concerned, animation,

grace,
and i to a high degree ;

s fulfilled its political and economic duties

n Ireland ill enough, and during the great

agrai volution which brought about its

reduced neither a policy nor a leader.



T II.-IRISIi AGRARIAN TENURE,

CHAPTER I.

LEGISLATION FOR THE REFORM OF LANDLORDS

THE LAND ACTS.

THERE are two principal forms of Irish land

tenure in the nineteenth century, (i) Lea

running for a fixed term of years ;
and (2) the

more usual '

yearly tenancy/ terminable on
six months 7

notice. In the year 1870 it v

reckoned that out of 682,237 farms, 526,628

belonged to the class of yearly tenancies, while

135,392 were leaseholds.
1 The distinction does

not arise, as one might have imagined, from a

difference in the sizes of the holdings. Of the

155,609 leaseholds and fee farms, 82,145 were

holdings of between one and fifteen acres
;

63,154 were holdings between fifteen and thirty

acres; and 9,310 were over thirty acres. 2

As we have already mentioned, the capital of

the farm is, speaking broadly, supplied by the

tenant. Yet, as the Devon Commission had

already pointed out, there are important excep-

1

[There were 20,217 farms held in fee - Tm
2 "The Irish Landlord and his Accusers," p. 525.
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The Commi>M"ii
) large estates on which the buildings

ipment of

:i provided h\ .

Properties which

nipped imed "
English managed

Where the whole c of the farm
J by the tenant, the termination of t

t the confiscation by t

;e capital invested by the tenant.

of a tenancy often took in

1 the form of an eviction. During the

849-80,90,107 families received eviction

;
of these, ho -11,340 were allov

r homes as caretakers, so that

number actually evicted was 68,967.' In

1849-56 alone over 50,000 famil

d.
s This \ ue to the

which led the landlords to consolidate
iost of the later evictions took

e in consequence of non-payment of rent

^ overdue ; yet even in this period pur
her on personal grounds

tor the sake of consolidation of holding
not very uncommon. 4

Even without any eviction it was possible
landlord, if not to confiscate, at least

1 Lord Duffcrin's "Irish Emigration and the Tenure of Land

J
74. >eq.
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the capital of his tenant. This was done

by raising the rent. In the case of every farm
which is worked with ;i view to the market tin

i more or less intimate connection b<

rent and the prices of produce. Thus the con-

siderable rise of prices which took place betw.

the years 1850-70 occasioned a marked and in

part justifiable increase in rents. The rich and
aristocratic landlords seldom pushed to extremes
the advantages offered them by the econoi

situation
;
on the other hand the smaller and

poorer of the owners, as well as many of those
who had newly acquired their property in the

Landed Estates Court, demanded the highest
obtainable rents. The competition for tenancies
had always been keen. It is true that the con-

ception of the net yield of a farm fixed for the

purposes of taxation by Sir Richard Griffiths,

the so-called "
Griffiths* Valuation/' lingered in

the minds of the people as the true basis of nil

rents for all time. But the abstract sentiment
did not translate itself into practice ;

on the

contrary the sharpest competition prevailed
almost everywhere. The population was indeed

decreasing, but as the vacated holdings were

amalgamated into large farms, so the number
of holdings available for small tenants became
fewer and fewer.

Ireland possessed no system of town indus-

tries in which the population might have found

employment, nor indeed had the people the

training or the inclination for such industries.
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Moreover, the rural industries, such as kelp-

^ home-wi etc., wl

iary employment, no inc

those who practised them,
teased their resources for paying a compe-

cl thus contributed to the gene
The agricultural labourers who

do not form a strictly separate class in Ireland

lys to get possession of small

>r at least a patch of potato land

slowly wages helped to drive up-
ito land and indirectly

mil farms. Finally, the remittances

rica, which, between the years 1848
^64, reached a sum of thirteen millions

icreased the effective demand for land

B enhanced its price.
1

The landlord was thus in a position to utilize

economic situation to the utmost and to

nand a competition rent rendered especially
h by the low standard of living of the Irish.

In case the tenant declined to pay the increased

rent he could be evicted, which meant for him
loss of all the improvements he had effected.

Only in t nd on particular estates in the

oe other Provinces were matters otherwise.

There the " Ulster Tenant Right
11

prevailed,
the most important features of which were
follows :

So long as the tenant paid his rent punctually

1 Lord Duffcrin, pp. 3 and 36.
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he was not disturbed in his occupation. From
time to time, however, there took place a revision

of rents corresponding to the state of the mark'
but never utilising it to the full, so th

mt never paid a pure competition n.-nt (rack

it). It was permitted to the tenant to sell

his interest in the holding, an interest made
by the improvements on the farm, and also

no doubt by his *

goodwill.' In the case of

such a sale, the landlord had, within reason-
Ic limits, a right of veto. He had also a

of pre-emption, and when he desired to exen
it he paid his tenant a moderate price for his

improvements.
1

This system unquestionably promoted the

economic life of Ulster. It led to a lib( i

penditure of labour and capital on the side of

the tenant, who was assured by it of the fruit s

of his industry; it did not, however, get rid <-f

the unreasonable competition for land, which

merely expressed itself in terms not of higher
rents but of higher prices for the tenant 1114 In.

Thus a great part of the capital at the disposal
of the tenant could not be applied as worki

capital but had to be expended on the acqu
tion of the tenant right. Moreover the owner
found the Ulster Tenant Right hampering him
in the exercise of his proprietorial rights, inas-

much as it constituted a divided ownership ;
and

cases were not uncommon in which progressive! \ -

1

Richey, "The Irish Land Laws," pp. 104-5.
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ul lords bought out their tenants from

ient of the
year

1860 attempt*
vision ot ownership by regarding

n tenant and landlord as
rs of contract. In ;i further enactnv

u \v t sou ;ht to
protect

the tenant

provements made with

nsent of t should give the

ten to compensation.
1 Both Acts

nee a simplification of the law
d to a position of t

number of evictions increased.

c. following table gives the figures for 1866
-

:

1860 1861 1863 1864 1865 1866

.ed ... 636 1,092 1,734 1,924 942 795*

These evictions were largely necessary in the

:cral interests of cultivation, for the enlarge-
nt of the holdings was urgently called for;

but they always led to a great embitterment

among the people, from which sprang agrar

1 Lord Duffcri:.

47 ft seq. ; Brycc,
" Two Centuries ot

58-9; Barry O'Br rliamentary History

pp. 103, tt seq. 113, 1 15 ;

W. N< Two Reports for the Irish Government
on the History of the Landlord and Tenant Question in

Irela

>h Landlord," p. 522.
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crimes of the worst description.
1 The number

of these crimes was as follows :

1844-50 ... 7,958
1851-60 4,153
1861-70 . 3,189

The decrease in number iot denote any
real improvement, since the population had sunk
from 6,900,000 in 1850 to 5,400,000 in 1870.
In the years 1861-70 there occurred no less tl

294 agrarian crimes of violence,
2

many of which
were carried out with frightful brutality.
Meantime the era of the triumphant de-

mocracy had arrived in England, and it con-

fronted the Irish landlord and his somewhat
dubious contributions to civilization with extreme

antipathy. The Manchester school agitated,
above all things, against the rigidity of the

system of ownership of the soil and the con-

sequent monopolization of the land in the hands
of a few proprietors ;

and through its leader,

John Bright, it declared for the creation o-

peasant proprietary. The wretched condition

of Ireland, with its endless interchange of

evictions and agrarian crimes, afforded ample
material for the eloquence of the great tribu

There was at this time a political factor which
inclined the public opinion of England towards

1

Barry O'Brien, "Fifty Years of Concession to Ireland,"

II., p. 249.
m's Official Directory, 1903, p. 705. The figures do

not include those for the metropolitan police district.
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form f< nee
lri>li who had emigrated to A:
m American poll ul which they

. lie scales agaii
numerous Iri.sli colonies had sett

the ' in manufa<
of England and formed there a

igerous In America a national

moven id sprung up among
and a Revo-

lut: rhood
M was

organised, which
isurrection in

land accoi: 1 by the landing of armed

Many of the Irish had
a milit lining in the American

human m;i tor the

il-force policy seemed to be ready to hand.

Th as the revolutionaries were named,
various risings, of which the most

not an outbreak in the year 1867.
Like all Irish insurrections in the igth century,

se ended in a few trifling skirmishes, which,

ss, were e enough to influence

lie opinion of England.
1 Thus it be-

forthe English reformers to br;

(1 proposals for the prevention of fr<

<js in Ireland. The road of agrar
which John Bright desired to travel led

to iblishment of a
peasant propriety

Some tentative advance had already been made

iorlcy*s Gladstone," II.. pp. 281-297.
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on that road when, in the year 1869, the

Irish Church was disestablished. Bright still

championed his old solution, but could not

prevail against the many weighty arguments and

prejudices on the other side ;
and it was decided

to adopt a reform of the system of tenure based
on the custom already described as the " Uls
Tenant Right."
The Act of Parliament of 1870 by which tlii.

reform was carried out applied mainly to all

yearly tenancies up to the value of 100, though
leaseholds under thirty-one years were also

included. The Act contained four points of

cardinal importance :

(i.) It was settled once for all that a yearly
tenant who was the subject of an arbitrary
eviction should receive compensation for dis-

turbance. He was excluded however from the

benefits of the Act by any breach in the con-

ditions of his tenancy, by non-payment of rent,

and above all by sub-division or sub-letting of

his holding without permission of the landlord.

(2.) A tenant on leaving was entitled to

compensation for any improvements which he
carried out.

(3.) The " Ulster Custom,"
" Ulster Tenant

Right," was legally recognized.

(4.) Besides the above, the tenants on estates

which came into the bankruptcy court recei\

by the so-called "
Bright clauses

"
facilities

for the purchase of their holdings. It was the

intention of the legislator to make arbitrary
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o expensive a proceeding that no
rd woul Icavourcd

by
> the tenant who refused to consent

ue of h nts on ^ivin^

;. Moreover, he hoped, not only to

dii number of evictions but also to

mote the practice on the part of the hind-

owners of giving longer leas-

But this Act, too, including the " Br
s a failure. Bt the years

S8o out of 6,163 applications for corn-

ion only i,808 were granted. The sum
il of the con ions paid amounted to

17,304, of which more than half (/82,543)
r.

1 The average sum paid in com-

77 ;
but an evicted Irish tenant

-Id not live on 77, since besides his farm
he ut one source of income to put his

money at interest in a bank. 2
P> >m

technical defects what really impaired the

efficacy of the Act was the economic situation

e. The prices of the most import
products rose steadily till

1878; and this fact supplied the preliminary
condition under whir place,

rmer preferred to pa ncreased r

a be evicted, and pocket the compen-
ion. The rent-roll of the landlord rose and

1

idlord," pp. 510-512.
O'Brien,

"
Parliamentary History," p. ;
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with it rose his outgoings. With splendid
harvests and high prices the farmer did n<>t feel

the burden of the rent for a time. The Land
Act had given him an interest in his farm which
he used as a basis of credit.

1 And so the good
years brought landlord and tenant alike into a
state of indebtedness which inevitably ended in

bankruptcy.
The Act of 1870 protected the tenant only so

long as he paid his rent. In 1878 there began
a series of bad harvests, accompanied by a fall

in prices caused by transatlantic competition.
The harvest of 1879 was worth 10,000,000 less

than that of 1878 the potato harvest alone fell

6,000, ooo.
2 The tenant could no Ion

the increased rent and the figures of the eviction

statistics rose. There were evicted in

Fanii

1877 463
1878 980
1879 ... 1,278
1880 ... 2,110*

As usual the evictions were followed by
agrarian crime. The figures are :

1878
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At the same ti: Irish Ian

1 phase. Until 1870
cal moveu m

ie constitutional

r Butt, which sought by i'arliam.

v action to of
>vernni i ome Rule) and demanded

above all things a reform in the system of

agrarian tenu championed
it are called 4< the tin. l-"s" fixity of

1 free s:ile. Over agaii
s movement stood the revolutionary mo.
nt, which was t; from America, and

which aimed at national independence, hanll)

thought of social reform, and preferred physical
force to other methods of agitation. Under the
influence of John Devoy and Michael Davitt

parties approached each other in 1878.'
The revolutionary party, whose backbone had
hitherto been formed by a small circle ofliterary

>ok hold of the agrarian question
> secure the interest of the n

It hoped, through the destruction of ;

to drive out the English colonix:

element from Ireland and to accomplish
lonalization of the land in which the primi-
Celtic forms of land tenure should reappc

This amalgamation of the agrarian question
h the national movement certainly i;ave the

;\:luence with the masses; but at I

'Barry O'Br
i p. 166-169.
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same time it turned the national movement into

lass question. The purely idealistic <

thusiasm which in spite of their revolutionary
methods had inspired many of the Fenians, now

gave place to a more material passion. On the

other side, the fight for agrarian reform was
coloured by aims going far beyond that object.
Land reform was demanded not in order to

obtain it but to get possession of an inexhaus-

tible material for agitation against English

government. Out of this situation sprang that

interplay in politics which must always be taken

account of in the consideration of all Irish land

questions. Agrarian reform for a large number
of Irish politicians is not the ultimate aim; it is

rather a means of keeping alive the claims of

national independence. A final agrarian reform

is therefore hardly desired, for if it were fin.il

the utility of the agrarian question as an engine
of political agitation would be at an end. Thus
it was always the policy of the Irish leaders to

ask for more than they could get, to take what

they could without making themselves respon-
sible for it, and to direct the strength of ;

agitation with unabated intensity towards i

objects still unattained. From time to time

some leader, as for instance even Parnell, has

yielded to the attraction of a positive and con-

structive policy, developed an inclination for

reform, and sought to soften down the agitation ;

but immediately a storm has arisen against the

advocate of compromise. This policy springs
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so obviously from the Irish national standpoint
it one cannot but wonder a^ at

the 1 politic

in imagine t:

evci Land Bill is to prove a '

final

< movement of th- year 1878 was ulti-

telv organised as the Land League, founded
i el Da\ It found if <ler in

were,
:aent ol land a fierce

Agrarian a^ in livland had
herto been generally accompanied by agrar

murders. The new movement did not fav

rm of political persuasion, not exactly
ut because it had at its disposal

method that of the boycott. No
landlord evicted an at in order to lose

1)\- the transaction; the eviction took

place in order that the land might be leased on
better conditions to another and a solvent tenant.

Now every
n > ventured to take the land

of an evicted tenant was boycotted at the

tance of the League, i.e., he was cut off from
intercourse with his kind. The boycott was

led even into the church, for the clergy
neither could nor would check it.

3 The means

-15.

boycott"
comes from tl .iptain Boycott in

-o, against whom this sen! mmunication was
ted.
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for combating the boycott at the disposal of

the State were then exceedingly feeble, for Ir

juries in the ordinary process of law were
tomed to acquit all popular agitators. The
proclamation of a kind of " state of siege*'
brii i a " Peace Preservation Act "

is alwa
difficult in England, more especially when a
Liberal Government is in power. The Liberal

Chief Secretary then in office, W. E. Fors'

saw himself however compelled to resort to this

step and thus immediately came into conflict

with the Irish, with the Tories (who suddenly
became possessed with a passion for freedom),
and with the Radical wing of his own party. He
held on his course in the policy he had begun
and finally arrested the leaders of the Leagi
a proceeding which was answered by the Lea^
with the proclamation of a general strike against
rent (October i8th, 1881). The outbreak of

this strike and the arrest of the leaders who had
hitherto attempted to keep the movement within

bounds led to an increase in agrarian crime, a
fact which was hardly an unacceptable one to

the imprisoned leaders, since it displayed admi-

rably the futility of a policy of repression.

English public opinion was systematically
worked up by Joseph Chamberlain then head
of the Radical party against a policy of coer-

cion, and since the crisis in Ireland did not p;

away in a few months Forster's coercion policy
was regarded as having failed. In May, 1882,
Chamberlain was in a position to bring about
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Forstcr's fill from office after he himself had
effeiUil with 1' then in Kilmainham

sort of of
pea< so-called

. A tew days after

:iew Chief Seer Lord
derick Cavendish, and the Under-Secreta

Mr Burke, were murdered by the
.

showed more clearly than an else how
dangerous was the policy of tli leaders

by a fierce agitation an cxcit-

e peopl attempting at the same time
to h< ;ick from deeds of violence. 1

most revolutionary agitation of the

ul League made possible the continuance of
n reform. Clear-headed men had rec<

cd that the simultaneous occurrence of t

prices and bad harvests had made the con-

cnt of the old rents impossible.
i ognizing this, the Government attempted to

check the increase of evictions. In 1880 it had

brought in a bill granting a postponement to

were unable to pay their re;

When the Lords had thrown out this bill,

Government appointed a Commission, the
"
Bessborough Commission," to go into the

>le agrarian question with a view to further

on.

1

Compare on these point* T. \Vcmyss Reid's " Life of

\V. i; Pom of Gladstone," Vol. Ill

chap. 4 ; Barry O'Brien's Life of P. 1. I.
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The Irish landlords however mistook the

situation. They believed that the bad years
would pass away, that the fall in prices hardly
existed, that the whole land ,t n was

artificial creation. Through their influence

the Government proposals respecting arrears of

rent were rejected by the Upper House and
the political crisis was thereby much intensified.

It was not so much the ability shown by tin

League in conducting the agitation which

rendered necessary the legislation of 1881, as

three bad harvests and the continuous fall in

prices in the world-market combined with the

lack of economic insight on the part of i

owners of the soil.

The legislation which rested on the report
of the Bessborough Commission followed that

of the year 1870 in so far as it addressed itself

to a reform of the system of tenure, and only

incidentally contemplated the creation of a

peasant ownership. Its most important features

are as follows :

The Act empowers both landlord and yearly
tenant to go before a Court and to demand
to have a rent fixed by it. This Court may
either be the County Court or the newly
created Court of the Land Commission. It

fixes a *
fair rent

* which is to stand as the

judicial rent for fifteen years. Landlord and
tenant can also agree voluntarily on a fair rent

and submit it to the Court, by which process
it then becomes a judicial rent valid for fifteen
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i classes of yearly tc such
as those <>f non-agricul-

,
and graziers whose rent comes

to more than 50 a year, were shut out from
benefits of the Act. 1 Neither could the

holders of long leases appeal to the Court to

.ed; on the other hand future

n facilities for enjoying the

of the Act. These regulations fulfilled

1 for two out of the three F's, fair

ty of tenure. Henceforth the tenant
1 only be evicted for non-pavment of his

ch of the conditions of his tenancy.
Ulster Tenant was legally recognized
i*hout Inland; ; it of the tenant to

sell 1 in his farm being allowed, albeit

i right of veto was granted to the land-

hnl. This involved the third F, the right of

free sale.
1

Besides this there were detailed regulations
cono information of tenancies into

proprietorial holdings. These we shall take

account of in another place. The Land Act of

1881 carried through the principle of dual owner-
into its ultimate consequences; it was for

the time however not available for all tenants,
for many of them in consequence of the sue-

on of bad years found themselves in arrears.

1 Section 59.
1 This and the various subsequent Land Acts are printed

:ry and Barton, "Irish Land Law and Land
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Over 100,000 tenants were in such a posit
that in spite of the Land Act they could have
been evicted. 1 In order to open the benefits

the Act to them an Arrears Act was introduced,
the effect of which was to wipe out all arrc

for farmers paying less than 30 rent, who were

willing but unable to pay, provided that tl

brought in one year's rent. The State provided
ano \ ear

;
and the landlord, on ing

the two years' rent, renounced all further claims.

The Irish landlord, who was usually so en-

thusiastic a champion of the rights of property,
offered no resistance to this radical method of

wiping out debts. It meant in fact that in

place of so many years of unrealizable arrears

he received two years' rent in hard cash. Of
135,977 claims for relief under the Act, 129,952
were admitted. The sacrifice made by the State

amounted to 812, 32 1.
2

The Irish Party did not vote for the Land
Act, for the majority of the Government v

strong enough to ensure its adoption. They
were thus in a position to reap the fruits of the

reform legislation without undertaking any re-

sponsibility for it.
3

They raised a number of

justified objections to it. They urged that in

view of the probability of a further fall of prices
fifteen years was too long a term for a fixed

1
O'Brien,

" Life of Parnell," I., p. 340, note 2.
2 Shaw-Lefevre, "Agrarian Tenures," p. 126.
3
O'Brien,

"
Life of Parnell," I., p. 294.
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unts and leaseholders should

vluded; that arrears (as it afterwai

1) should be wiped out. The working
sses ought to obtain bett

holdings should be enlarg<
( regui :ary party

Jto-

gether against t .1 Act, for they realized

:iger that the populace might be pacifi-

id found himself compelled to advise

tenantry to make only a slow and gradual
In this was possible for

the same test cases

new courts and to keep the national

mc\ r in control and the revolu-

tionary m good humo
The Lanu Act of 1881 was only the beginning

of far-reaching reforms. The fall in prices of

chief agricultural products continued ; it was

:icularly strong in the year 1885 ;
the potato

icd in 1886. On this the Nationalist

Banded a revision of the already fixed

resettlement of the arrears

;nd the admission of leaseholders

to the Act. The Conservative Government
dstone had fallen on the Home Rule
stion refused these demands. Immediately

on flamed up anew, and again the

e factors were combined, the striving towards
social reform, the desire to keep the national

iw-Lefcvrc,
"
Agrarian Tenures," p. 119.

1
O'l ife of Parncll," I., p. 302.
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movement going and the hope of forcing t

Fenian party into the background.
1 The out-

come of this movement was the "
I Man of

Campaign." According to this plan the t<

offered to the landlord, as rent, whatever sum

they thought good; if he rejected it they handed
the sum over to a triumvirate who were to defray
out of it the cost of the agitation.

2 The whole
affair was forced by William O'Brien against
the will of Parnell.

Meantime the Government had appoint*
new Commission, the *

Cowper Commission,'
which had recommended a revision of rents and
,-ilterations in the existing tenure. When the

Protestant farmers of Ulster, who were against
Home Rule, became restless, the Government

brought in new legislative proposals. Th
permitted the judicial rents already fixed by
the Land Commission to be altered during the
next three years in accordance with the fall in

prices.
8

Further, the leaseholders were admitted
to the benefit of the Act of 1881 and thus

150,000 new tenants were brought under its

operation.
4 The same thing took place in the

1

Morley's
"
Gladstone," III., p. 373.

*
Morley's "Gladstone," III., pp. 369-370.

8
[A fall of prices takes place not only in consequence of

foreign competition, but also of abundant harvests at home.
The prosperity of the farmer, therefore, might sometimes
constitute a claim to reduction of rent. The circumstan<

one of these which display most vividly the economic absurdity
of the dual system of land tenure as conceived at Westminster.

TransI.]
4

Montgomery,
" Land Tenure in Ireland," p. 179.
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case of owners of the so-called town pa:
' ranks of those entitled to make use of the

Act .till h: ncreascd in 1891, when
with prrprtuity tenures were

1 to have fair rents fixed, provided :

dlord it fused his consent to a redemption of

In tlu- year 1896 the first judicial term of

nd. A resettlement
of tlu- whole system was called for. It \

effected by means of the Act of 1896, which,
of the foregoing

legislation unaltered, brought in numerous new
features and udmical amendments. On the
basis of these measures the Acts of 1881, 1887,

1891, and 1896 the greater part of the soil of
held at the present day, that is to

ng for fair rents, fifteen year
terms, and free sale of the tenants' improve-

i ml interc.-

Of the 540,000 tenants in Ireland there were,
from August 22nd, 1881, to March 3ist, 1902,

338,843 who had had first term rents judicially
d. Of these, 196,377 rents by

process of law, 142,428 by judicial agreement,
38 by arbitration. 1

26,771 of these rents were
of long term leaseholds. There are 20,000,000
acr< ; judicial obtain over

10,140,000. The original yearly rental of all

these holdi 1 to 6,900,000. I

1 Land Commission Report, 1902, p. 69.
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reduced to 75,440,000, or by 20*8 per cent.

Thus more than half the surface of Ireland 1

been subjected to a first term judicial rei

Moreover, many tenants who never went bef<

the courts have felt the benefit of their decisions
;

the possibility of applying for a reduction has

brought down the rents in corresponding pro-

portior
In 1896, after expiry of the first fifteen years

term, the revision of the judicial rents began.
The result was that by March 3ist, 1903, seco

term judicial rents were fixed for 90,839 tenants.

The original rents, which had been reduced by
the first decisions from 1,859,000 to 1,512,000,
were now brought down to 1,192,000. The
majority of the Irish tenants enjoy to-day,

directly or indirectly, fair rents for fifteen year
terms with the right of free sale of their interest.

Even to-day however the following classes

are shut out from the benefits of this legis-
lation :

i. Tenants living on demesne lands,

occupiers of grazing farms of over 100

rental and those of non-agricultural or

wholly urban districts.

1

[It must be remembered that of the 20 million acres in

Ireland, 5 millions are reckoned as water, waste land, bog, etc.

There are only about 1 5 millions of productive land. Trans/.]
2
By March 3151, 1903, the number of tenants whose rents

had been fixed for a first term had risen to 343,370. (Land
Commission Report, 1903.)

* Act of 1896, sections 5 and 6.
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2. The Y classes of tenants who
have been evicted by process of law but
who were left on their holdings as '

(

The number of these is l>y

means inconsiderable. In 1888 there were

12,387 persons evicted, but only 1,199
turned out ; in 1896 4,806

:ed and 665 turned out. 1

3. The labourers. According to the last

Census (1901) the number of male agricul-
1 labourers came to 135,349, of the

female to 4,967, to whom must be added a

large number of those reckoned . ::eral

labourt The labourer frequently re-

ceives a dwelling and piece of land as part
of his wages ; naturally, he has the use of
the cottage and potato garden only during
the continuance of his agreement. When
the labourer rents a cottage and land from
his employer who is himself a tenant en-

joying the advantages of a judicial rent,

open to the Land Commission to fix

i fair rent for the labourer. In all 4,144
such rents have been fixed. Frequently
however the labourer has no land from his

employer. In such cases the Poor Law
Union is authorised to let a cottage and

potato garden to the labourer under cost

price and at a weekly rent.
1 In 1903,

1

Report of the Fry Commission, p. 24.
various so-called ' Labourers Acts.'
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15,090 of these labourers' dwellings had
been erected, chiefly in Munster and
Lcinster. In many cases the labourer also

rents land as '

con-acre/ i.e., he receives

permission to take one harvest from a
certain piece of land, for which he pays a

very high rent
;
his methods of cultivation

are generally very primitive and the land
is deteriorated by them. When the same
individual has the same piece of con-acre
land year after year, his economic position
is not very different from that of the

labourer who rents a cottage and garden.
It is difficult to ascertain the exact amount
of land which is rented in this manner

;
we

may, however, assume that a great part
of the 74,607 holdings under one acre are

labourers' land, to which the Land Acts do
not apply.

4. The. last class of tenants who do not

enjoy the benefits of the agrarian reform
and who indeed seldom need them are the

eleven months tenants. Section 58 of the

Land Act of 1881 laid it down explicitly
that a temporary letting for purposes of

grazing does not come under the Land Act.

Therefore, if the grazing-letting is for less

than one year, e.g., eleven months, a situa-

tion is created to which the Land Act is not

applicable. The consequence is that the

landowner has an interest in adopting this

particular manner of letting any lands over
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which he has free control, as he can thus

y the benefits of free competition. The
best grazing tracts of Ireland are let in this

at competition rents, freauently by
auction re is here no divided owncr-

. the lord of the soil is the sole owner.
is often a c st stock-farmer

scale. In the West, these

gra/ icts are frequently rented by
n the tow <:h as lawyers,

doctors, hotel keepers, publicans, &c., who

y on a little speculation in cattle as a

iry industry.



CHAPTER II.

LEGISLATION FOR THE ABOLITION OF LAND-

LORDISM : THE LAND PURCHASE ACTS,

1869-1896.

AFTER the tenants who hold under judicial
rents the most important class consists of those
former tenants who, by having taken advantage
of some one or other of the Land Purchase

Acts, are in process of becoming owners of their

holdings. The creation of peasant proprietor-

ships was first practically attempted at the
instance of John Bright, who in the year 1866
had proposed that five millions should be voted
for the purchase of Irish estates in the open
market. The State was to lend the money to

the tenants at 3^ per cent. The tenants were
to pay 6 per cent, on the loan, so that there

would be a sinking fund of 2j per cent, yearly.
1

When the Protestant Church was disestab-

lished in the year 1869, Bright obtained that

tenants upon glebe lands should be offered their

holdings for purchase, the State advancing
three-quarters of the purchase money. In this

way 6,057 tenants acquired property to the value

1

Speeches of John Bright, Nov. 2, 1866.
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of/ Later on, Bright a >cured
t 1870 of clauses

by which two-thirdfl of the purchase mor
could be ed to the purch
while in the Act of 1881 an adva

ud. These A< i no

great succ<

ible shows the nunibt :

ten s 10 purchased under the above Acts :

-
,

1870
1881

7,665

Apart from technical d cess of

tlu> is mainly impaired by the fol-

timstances :

, ner of the property had usually on
md could only sell

f his successors were secured. A.^

was no system of land regist i

Ireland the owner was obliged before
\ sale couK place to prove his title with

great particularity; deeds of grant and simi

documents had to be hunted up in the archives,

objected to an examination which cost

much time and money. Moreover, the ten

Jom in a position to produce the
(j

of the purchase money which he was under all

circumstances obliged to provide. In tin year
1882 a Committee of the Upper House, which
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criticised the Act of 1881 in a sense hostile to

the Government of the day, proposed on thu

grounds that the Government should in future

lend the whole of the purchase money. The
interest was to be 3 per cent., and thus the
amortization of the whole sum could be carried

through in sixty-six years, if the tenant paid 3 J

per cent, per annum, or in forty-six years if he

paid 4 per cent.
1 When a proposal so very

advantageous came from the Upper House, it

naturally did not tend to promote the suco
of the less advantageous proposals of the Act ot

1881.

The Irish Nationalist Party, speaking broadly,
set up a peasant proprietary as their aim. The
idea originally championed by Davitt of ;i

nationalization of the land found little response
in the party. In England on the other hand

opinion was very much divided as to the desira-

bility of setting up a peasant proprietary.
When the Conservative Party, whose members
controlled the above-named Committee of the

Upper House, stood forward on behalf of such a

policy, it was mainly with the idea of discrediting
the land tenure policy of the Liberal Govern-
ment. It did not mean that the prejudice

against establishing small holdings had died

out in England. It was feared, and not indeed
without reason, that the Irish peasant pro-

prietors whom it was proposed to create would

1

Shaw-Lefevre,
"
Agrarian Tenures," pp. 127-9.
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fall deeply into debt ami would
\

-. an
ion of was
^ the existing system of local

admini>: which wa> largely comn
.ould prove irreconcilable

on of nun small peasant
ips. And tiu-iv wafl the fear that

sums of money could not safely be lei

ul. A counti just set on foot

a great strike against rent might, not without

egarded as an uni debtor. In

of all, howevt idea of land purchase
way. In 1884 the Liberal Chief Secrc

Sir George Trevelyan, brought in a measure

according to which a sum of 20,000,00
be advanced for the purposes of land purchase,
at the rate of not more than 5,000,000 a year.
Tenants who brought in one-fourth of the sum

ves were to
pay

off the other three-

iis in forty years, their yearly instalments
not exceeding the amount of their existing rent.

Tenants who received the whole sum from the

e were to discharge principal and interest

by paying 5 per cent, per annum. This measure
never becan On the other hand, the new
Conservative Governn ndi with ParnelPs

support had a majority, carried next year a
d Purchase Bill, the so-called Ashbourne
Bv this Act, which was passed in 1885, a

sum of 5,000,000 was voted for land purchase.
The Act laid it down that owner and tenant
should come to an agreement about the price ;
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then the Land Commission had to sanction the
asaction after investigation of the security of

the holding for the sum proposed, and of the
owner's title. If the Land Commission \

satisfied on these points, the sum was advanced.
The interest payable was 3 per cent, with i

;

cent, sinking fund, and the tenant became owner
after forty-nine years. The landlord got hard

cash, but one-fifth of the purchase money \\

held back as a guarantee.

Shortly afterwards the Conservative Ministry
went out of office. Gladstone, who had mean-
while become converted to Home Rule, came
back to power for a short period with the sup-

port of the Irish. With the Home Rule Bill

which he now proceeded to bring in a land pur-
chase bill was bound up, by which the landlord

was enabled to dispose of his land at twenty
years* purchase, and with this compensation to

quit the inhospitable soil of Ireland. The sum
which Gladstone held to be necessary for the

execution of his scheme of general land purchase
was first reckoned by him at 113,000,000, an
estimate which he soon brought down to

50,000,000.
l

However, the whole Home Rule
affair was a mere episode which came to an end
with the return of the Conservatives to power.
The 5,000,000 which had been granted by the

Act of 1885 was soon used up. Another

5,000,000 was voted in 1888, after an Act

1

Shaw-Lefevre, "Agrarian Tenures," pp. 132-3.
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sed in 1887 had introduced some modifica-
nt<> the system. This m \vas

sorbed. The success of the Ashbournc
Acts led at 1 ie great Land Act of 1891.
Under tin- Ac t, a sum of 33,000,000 was to

be advanced. The reason for cho
sum was that the grants made by the cent

ment to tlu- Irish Unions amounted to

thirtieth part of it; and therefore, by holding
back these grants, the Government could com-

pensate
r i case the sums payable for

<rest and sinking fund did not come in in due-

course. The maximum of 33,000,000 was
elastic figure, inasmuch as each payment

which was received under the Act made possible
advance of a corresponding sum. 1 The

reserve of one-fifth of the purchase money, a
feature introduced by the Ashbourne Act,
was retained. A further reserve against non-

payment of the instalments was created by
holding back for five years certain new grants
of the Imperial Government to local bodies,

amounting to 40,000 a year. Furthermore, it

d that the tenant should pay at least

80 per cent, of his e rent in the form of

interest and sinking fund. If his instalments
came to more, the difference was retained by
Government for five Four per cent, was
to be paid for a term of

forty-nine years, of which

2} were supposed to be interest and the rest

king fund; J per cent, however Hotted

1

Shaw-Lefcvrc, p. 143.

H
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to form a fund for erecting labourers' cottages.
The landlord was henceforth to be paid not in

cash but in scrip, which ranked with Consols,
and was called 4 land stock.'

So complicated was this Act that for many
causes, some of them being of a political nature,
it was not a success. 1

It was amended in i

Act of 1896. According to this the landlord,

before, was paid in scrip. The instalments

amounted to 4 per cent.
; 2f interest, and i

sinking fund
;

the term for paying off the debt

being shortened to forty-two years. Every ten

years however there was a reduction in the in-

stalments, the sum already paid being withdrawn
from the capital and the 4 per cent, for the next
ten years being only payable on the reduced

capital. This was the so-called " decadal re-

duction
" which it must be added had the efi

of prolonging the period of the repayment from

forty-two to seventy years.
2

The results of all this legislation up to March
31, 1902, are shown in the following table :

Under the Ashbourne Act

No. of Loans. Amount of Loans.
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Up to the datt ioned therefore over

ve been allotted to become
or more < future the pro-

70,000 tenants for a sum
of over 20,000,000. c total number of

: ships thus created in Ireland is

:

Under the Acts of 1869-1881
c Ashbourne Acts

Acts

75.466

In all these cases the State holds a kind of mort-

gage on the farm of the tenant, who becomes
owr ii this is paid off. This constitutes a

liange in the economic position of the

int.

: us take a case in which a tenant has been

paying
a rent of /ioo a year. He redeems it,

us say, at eighteen years' purchase. The
money is therefore 1800. On this

.iit pays 4 per cent, for forty-nine

yea In other words, by the use of

^lish credit he gets a reduction on his c

fair rent of 28 per cent. An Irish peasant there-

fore becomes an owner by the process of paying
for forty-nine years a rent 28 per cent, less than
that of his neighbour who is under a judicially

The only advantage of the neighbour
have his rent revised every fifteen

years and is thus in a position to profit by a fall

ch a fall would have to be a veryin i
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considerable one for the non-purchasing tenant

to come best out of the transaction.

Let us assume that of two tenants whose

judicial rent has still ten years to run, one pur-
chases his holding. He gets thereupon a reduc-

tion of 28 per cent. If his rent was 100 he will

have saved in ten years (not reckoning compound
interest) a sum of /28o. If after this tern

period of fifteen baa years should succeed, then
the tenant who did not buy would have to get a

reduction not only of 28 per cent, but another of

18 per cent, in order to be on even terms with

the other. The purchaser will have paid

72 a year for twenty-five years, or 1800 alto-

gether, a good quarter of which belongs to sink-

ing fund. The non-purchaser has paid 100
a year for ten years, or 1000 in all. If for the

next fifteen years he is to pay no more than a
total sum of 800, then his rent must be reduced
to 52 a year.
Moreover under the system of decadal reduc-

tions there was the option of altering the instal-

ments every ten years so as to correspond with

possibly falling prices. When the purchaser

paid 2jper cent, interest and ij per cent, to the

sinking fund he would have paid off his debt in

42^ years. If he paid 72 in the first year
would in the case of the decadal reductions be

paying at the end of 20years a sum of 52 175. 6d.

a year, so that he would then be as well off as

the tenant under rent if the latter got a reduc-

tion of 47 per cent. Of course, as already re-
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t who took ;i
i<je of the

decadal reductions had to pay his instalments

:m. 1

However it must not be overlooked that land

purchase has certain drawbacks. The tenant

becomes a debtor to the Government which
:ukr .ill circumstances punctual pay-

proceeds with uncomprou
all the little devices and

prc
hich were usual in dealing with the

llonl. It grants none of the assistance which
a benevolent landlord will from time to time
afford to his tenant, nor does it take a parti-

bad harvest into consideration. But the

original rents which were capitalized by the

ho acquired their farms since 1885
amounted to about 1*2 millions sterling; the

amount advanced was 21 millions
; 4 per cent,

these 21 millions amounts to/"84O,ooo. The
ints have thus saved 360,000 a year ;

nor

must it be forgotten that more than one-third

of each yearly instalment is to be credited to

sinking fund.

Under these circumstances the purchase policy
becam< rally an extremely popular one.

This pop- I.T does not imply that

tenant felt within himself the irresis-

c impulse to become a
proprietor

it only

proves that he found himself moved by a keen

aspiration towards paying 30 per cent, less rent

1 House of Commons Pipers, 1902, No. 186.
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than he did before. Naturally the purchase
policy created what were felt to be severe hard-

ships. On the one side there stands the tenant

who by reducing his yearly obligations by 30
per cent, becomes an owner in from 42 to

70 years on the other side is the tenant whose
rent is fixed by the court every 15 years and who
pays a great deal more in rent than the pur-
chaser does in instalments. This danger was
foreseen in the year 1891, when, as we have seen,
a clause in the Purchase Act prescribed th.r

tenant's reduction on purchasing was not to

exceed 20 per cent, for the first five years.
^

on the other hand it was desired to make the

purchase policy popular and attractive. The
hunger for property is not so keen with the Irish

peasant as has been asserted
;

if that were

really the case he would gladly go on paying his

existing rents if he could thereby arrive at

ownership in 49 years and be secured against

any very excessive fall in prices by a lo-yearly
or i5-yearly revision of rent. But it was

necessary to offer him more attractive con-
ditions

;
the difference between the judicial rent

and the purchase-instalment had to be large.
A landowner whose rents amount to 1,000

receives on sale of his property 17,000 or

18,000 of capital not reckoning here the

costliness and technical difficulties of the s;

He had formerly to set off about 100 against
arrears, costs of collecting rent, etc., so that his

net income was about 900. If he could invest
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17*000 in Argentine or Chinese bonds he
Id receiv< y /goo a year on secui

not m i that of Irish property and
involving its :i the peril of being boy-

:nurdercd. But the- lainllor.
rily

nterest
;
he must invest the proceeds of

e securities, i.e., in investments
which will only brin^ in a return of 3 to 3$ per

i.
1 Now, ^17,000 at 3^ per cent, will yield

only 559 ; the landlord loses therefore nearly
300 a year. If the pn s encumbered he

;it better off. If he has to pay 5,000
of the purchase money to his creditor, there
remains to him 12,000; his income will then be

o. But if he has been paying 5 per cent.

rest on the debt his former net income
was only 650 his loss of income is therefore

only 230. In consequence of the high rate of

mortgage interest in Ireland, it is precisely the
encumbered landlord who is least injuriously
affected by a sale. In any case however

ile nearly always means a greater or less

loss to the owner. Many a landlord who would

glad ve sold has seen himself obliged
these grounds to retain possession of his

owners sold except the very
c not seriously affected by a reduc-

tion in their income, and those who were o\

the ears in debt. This financial effect of the

1

Fotircll, pp. 52-6, where also a list of trust securities

given.
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land purchase legislation was for a while some-
what neutralized by the fact that since 1891 tlu

landlord was paid off in Land Stock. This

payment in State bonds implied a bonus not

visible on the surface of the arrangement. The
vendor received nominally 100, while the prices
on Exchange gave him ^107, ^108, or even i 14.
In days when stock was at 114 the vendor
obtained in this way a bonus of 14 per cent.

The fall of Consols (to 85) of course transformed
this premium into a loss and was one of the

main reasons why land purchase came to a stand-

still in recent years. To this must however be
added a multitude of bureaucratic obstacles

originating with the Land Commission.
Thus Ireland, taken broadly, exhibits to-day

two main types of tillers of the soil those who

pay a judicial fair rent for fifteen year terms
and those who through the operation of the

Purchase Acts are on the way to become owners
of their farms. As the first Ashbourne Act
became law in 1885, it follows that the first pro-

prietors will have paid off all their instalments

in from twenty to thirty years. These prospec-
tive owners are paying, according to the varying
terms of their purchase, instalments of interest

and sinking fund less by 20 per cent, and over

than the rents of their less favoured fellows, who
console themselves with the silent hope that the

time will some day come when the Irish tenant
will have his land for nothing.
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CHAPTER I.

INSUFFICIENCY OF THE LAND ACTS.

THE creation of courts for
fixing

rents was in

time regarded as a social; periment,
for which different parties predicted the most

crent consequ-
Did the experiment succeed ? Were the

judicial rents really adjusted to the fall in

prices ?

The average rent-reduction in the years

18811897 may be taken at 28-5 per cent.
1 The

fall in prices varied from 32*2 per cent, for flax,

20-8 (oats), 17*1 (butter) to 12-1 for two-years
old and 5*2 for one-year old cattle ; there was
no declin^ iy.

f Now in order to arrange
for an automatic connexion between prices and
rents one would have to ascertain how much of

each product came from each farm. But even
if v, this, we should not yet be in a posi-
tion to say whether a rent-reduction was fair or

not. Say that the gross product of a farm is

< Commission Report, p. 23.

/>., App. A p. 353-359-
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worth 100, and that the cost of production is

40. There is then a surplus of 60. If

divide it equally between landlord and tenant

each will get 30. Now suppose that the cost

of production remains the same, but that the

gross value ofthe products sinks by 20 per cent.,

i.e. to 80. There is now 40 instead of /6o
to divide. The owner takes /2o the halfVas
before while he formerly got 30. His rent

therefore reduced by 10, or 33^- percent., while;

the fall in prices was only 20 per cent. 1 Does
the rent-reduction in this case stand in true

proportion to the fall in prices ?

Rent, in Ireland, is the sum which the owner
of land receives for the use of it from the tenant.

If this rent is to be fixed as a fair one by a court

of justice, then that court must furnish a defini-

tion, showing what it regards as '

fair,' and it

must indicate the methods by which a '
fair

rent
'

is arrived at.

The Fry Commission pronounced such a defi-

nition. According to it, a "
fair rent" is "the

yearly sum for which the farm in the landlord's

hands could be reasonably let from year to year,

taking into consideration all the circumstances

of the case in connexion with the farm as well as

with the whole district
;
and assuming that the

farm is let to a solvent and sensible tenant who

hopes to make a profit by cultivating and not by
selling the holding."

*

1

Fry Commission, p. 33.
2
Ib.) p. 21

; Evidence, 19,990 sqq.
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One m . the productive power
of t a, one must estimate the value

produi ite of the ma
into consideration, and from this one m

cost of p on. T:

J, according to a formula which has yet
to be asc< profit of the tenant

and the rent of the landloi

In In land this method is frequently very 1

to apply. Of486,865 holdings (1892) there were

only 127,098 over 4 valuation.
1 Most of these

ie holdings are not to be regarded as agricul-
tural. If the occupier pays no taxes and takes

account of his labour the holding does not

produce enough to support him. There is there-

fore no surplus to divide the rent which is paid
comes from some subsidiary industry. But does

mean that the land produces no surplus
over the cost of production ? Let us take the

case of a farm rented at 50. The farmer can

comfortably on this and have another ^50
as profit. Now let this farm be divided into

ten, each of which pays 5 a year rent, the rents

amounting in all to 50 as before. The ten

tenants cannot live decently on these holdings,
not to speak of making a profit. There is no

plus. They pay the rent which their mutual

competition probably sets higher than that of

the single 50 holding out o? other industries.

It is the price which they are ready to pay for

1

Fry Commission p. 19.
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their dwelling, their potatoes and lluit milk:

and they earn it as migratory labourers, etc.

This price, their rent, stands in no close rcl.i-

tion to the products of the holding, the market

prices ofwhich have hardly any greater connexion
with it, and very little of them is ever sold. The
rentable capacity of these holdings, in fact, de-

pends only to a slight extent on their products ;

it is rather an affair of the rentable capacity of

migratory labour, of fishing and of spinning.
But inasmuch as these subsidiary industries

raise the rentable capacity of a deficit holding,

they indirectly produce a rise of rent for the

whole country.
A *

fair rent,' therefore, upon a deficit holding
must be fixed upon other considerations than
those which obtain in the case of true agri-
cultural holdings. The deficit farms are to be
found upon the worst soil, and, so far as markets
are concerned, in the worst situation. Never-
theless when we take all the factors for an
estimate into consideration, we find that a fair

rent upon these farms must be exceptionally

high. The competition rents before 1881 were in

fact arrived at on these considerations. There-
fore according to a strictly logical definition of

a fair rent the Courts would have to give the

least reductions precisely in the places where
the situation of the tenants was most pitiable.
The Courts, however, have neither set up an

exact definition nor have they adhered con-

sistently to one practice. Originally indeed in
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68ti: the value of a farm they took more
account of factors not strictly agricultural than

was the case later on, when they were disposed
to t is on the basis of the agricultural

productivity of the holding.
1

It: iain it

v be said that they did not solve the
economic problems which the legislature had
set y even ignored certain regu

is about which there was no doul us,

Commission* juently took account of
4

Occupation Int i.e. the right of an
it to hold at a lower rent than

could be accorded to a new tenant. This

occupation interest, which had no foundation
in law, was allowed for up to 15 per cent, of the

rent.
1 Thus no really just division of surplus

took place between landlord and tenant. The
capital value of an Irish farm is represented by
the land, which is the property of the landlord,

1 the improvements, which belong to the
In reckoning the net profits, the sum

taken to start with was the amount realizable by
( of the

products.
This gross profit was

naturally diminished by the fall in prices. The
whole loss of this fall was frequently laid upon
the landlord. The interest on that part of the

capital represented by the soil was lowered ; the
interest on the improvements remained the same.
The first judicial reduction brought down the

1

Fry Commission, p. 18.
1 lb..

\'.
: i.
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landlord's interest over all Ireland by a sum of

i'5 millions. The income of tin truant re-

mained, so far as one can see, the same as

before. The standard of comfort has every-
where risen, bank deposits have increased, one
never hears of abandoned farms. 1

The sales of the tenants' interest in their

farms the so-called "
tenant-right

" have in

general shown no fall corresponding to the fall

in prices. In many cases the capital value of

the tenant's interest has risen. It often happens
that this rise stands in inverse proportion to the

movements of the rent
;
so that we are led to

suspect that the capital value of the rent-reduc-

tions caused by the fall in prices has not

disappeared, but has been transferred from
landlord to tenant. In any case the height of

the prices for tenant-right, even where they
have fallen, shows that the depreciation of the

tenant's capital stands in no relation to that

which has to be written off from the landlord's.

In many places, especially in the West, the

price of tenant-right goes to a dizzy height.
While the value of the landlord's interest did

not commonly go to more than 18 to 20 years'

purchase of the rent, that of the tenant-right

moved, e.g. in Gweedore, between 60 and 428
years' purchase.

2 In the many thousands of

cases which were brought before the Fry Com-

1

Fry Commission, pp. 26, 28.
2
Ib., App. C, p. 269.
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sion, prires of 20 to 30 years' purchase
:it.

1 Of c

a of iiulividua , have their
part

in

large farms, for which there

not many farmers with l.iri^e capital to

compete, sell in Li: for 4}
years' pun .-. inle medium-sizeil (arms in the

sam< 9- ill years
1

.
1

Cases in which the same farm has been
times sold, before and after the rent-

action, show frequently a marked increase

in the number of years
1

purchase as well as in

ins actually paid an increase which can-
ned by fresh expenditure of

capital
on the part of the tenant.

3
It cannot be

said that the rent-reductions have on the average
iown Irish rents too much, nor that

y have transferred the landlord's interest to

tenant in the form of an increased tenant-

it
;

it is, however, tolerably clear that the

t-reductions have fallen almost exclusively on
the capital of the landlord, and that the tenant's

rest has not been diminished in like propor-
tion. The effect of the blind competition for the

'1 has been abolished in the case of the land-

1, but the tenant can still profit by it in

ion of his tenant-right. When the

;). C contains over 5,000 cases, mostly from the North.

ng these are of course a number of exceptional cases of

unusually high or unusually low prices.
*
Fry Commission, App. C, p. 256.

3
Ib. t App. D, p. 326-;
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tenant's interest in a farm is sod for ^"1,000 it

matters nothing whether the purchaser i

700 for the landlord's share and ^300 for the

tenant's, or ^500 for each. 1

This unequal apportionment of the fall of

prices, which bore unequally against the share

of the landlord and that of the tenant, has
had unfortunate consequences. The stimulus to

combat the fall in prices by reducing the cost of

production has been wanting ; taking Ireland

as a whole the cost of production, according to

the Fry Commission, has remained unchanged.
2

The Act of 1881 took away from the sleeping

partner the possibility of influencing production,
while it took from the active partner the interest

in increasing it, since his partner would share in

the profit.
8 When the co-operative movement

began, some of the leaders of the Nationalist

party, especially John Dillon, offered it the

bitterest opposition. Higher returns were not

1

Fry Commission, App. E, pp. 345-47. That the com-

petition for land has not become exhausted is also clear from
the prices which are paid for grazing lands, which are still in

the landlord's hands, under the eleven months' system ;
as well

as from the rents obtained by sub-letting to labourers, etc.

Ib., p. 24.
3
[One might add, would share to an extent which the tenant

could never foresee and reckon on there being no definite

principle in the manner in which the profits of the farm were
to be divided. The tenant, therefore, never knew how much
of the fruits of his labour or enterprise he would reap himself,

and how much would be allotted (at the next revision) to the

other partner. Trans/.]
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wanted wl. landlord, through future r<

ini^lit have some share in them.
Iced cases arc not uncommon where

gone fun II, and in order to secure

himself the largest possible m the returns

lie land the landlord's
j

-run to waste before the ft

In cases where a wilful deteriora-

\ of the holding has taken place before an
n to have a fair rent fixed, the appli-
i be rejected by the court. But this

po\\ ot utilized. On the contrary, deterio-

e rented lower than well-cultivated

Two brothers divided a farm into two
of equal value the good husbandman

got a rent-reduction from the courts of 7^ per
it., the bad one got 17! per cent. 1

One cannot therefore say that the Land Com-
mission has solved the problem of fixing a really
fair rent. Properly speaking, it would have 1.

to investigate, in the case of each holding, what
ie total capital was furnished by t

^llord and what by the tenant. It would
have had to inquire whether the landlord 1

not already by high rents appropriated a part
the s

property,
or whether the tenant had

not already been compensated by specially low
is for penditure of capital. A com-

1 balance must have been struck a th

impossible, if only for the one reason, that t

ion, p. aa.
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parties rarely kept any proper accounts. In

general it may be said that high and low rents

were treated pretty much alike, so that a just
landlord who had compensated his tenants for

their improvements by low rents was mi
harder hit than the proverbial Irish landl<

The Land Commissioners have not been a suc-

cess as administrators of a practical Socialism.

They had at their disposal for purposes of com-

parison all the data of an economic system
resting on free competition data which ti

could gain by observation of neighbouring p

perties not subject to their operations, and by
looking up the history of the rental of each farm

they dealt with. These were the basis of tl

decisions. What they would have done without
these data to go on is a question which baffles

conjecture.
1

Yet the land legislation has contributed not a

little to the attainment of a kind of social peace.

1

Many of the imperfections of the Land Commission are

explained by defective organization, and this in part was con-

ditioned by the irregular rush of the tenants to have their c

settled. Thus in 1882-3 there were 68,538 cases to dispose

of; in 1886-7 there were 7,020; in 1888-9 tnev rose again to

28,767; in 1895-6 they sank to 4,077 (Land Com. Report,

p. 69). Many details might have been altered by better

organization. One must, however, agree with the judgment
of the Fry Commission, that no improvement could leave the

existing system
" other than a complicated one, or free the

fixing of fair rents and true value from the uncertainty which
must attach to all figures arrived at by the estimate of an

individual, and not by a scientific method of computation
"

(Fry Com., p. 40).
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has broken the domination of the landlor

:irl)it: ically im-

The evictions which even in 1887

3,869 sank in 1893 to 1,018 and in

1896 to 695 ; the records of agrarian crime sank

neously from 883 to 380 and 25 1.
1

cm hi ring peace was, however, not to be
looked for. Every fifteen years at least the

each other before the courts, and
.ith all the means in their power

ovc -on of an ever-diminishing surplus.
e judge who has to decide between them pro-

due be, a con jrage result ;
but

;i where thousands of errors, by mutual corn-

bring about a true average result,

this abstract equity does not bring much comfort

to the individual victims. If ever a Commissioner
> raise a rent, a storm of indignation

It has become perfectly clear th

1 courts may work away so long as all idea

of a g< raising of rents is barred out, but

should anything of this kind ever take place

bring about an agrarian revolution against
ic and its courts.

Lmd legislation has reduced the landowner
almost to the position of a mortgagee, so it has

brought the relations of the tenant to his land-

lord into a condition which is neither one of

vassalage nor of a true co-partnership, but

t of a debtor. The law has protected him

1
Fry Commission, App.
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from arbitrary eviction and from increase of rent,

but has not freed him from the obligation of

paying rent, and if he cannot pay it he loses all

his rights as a tenant. He need not be evicted,
for the Act of 1887 makes it possible to retain a

tenant who has not paid his rent as a kind of

manager or caretaker
;
but his holding goes back

into full possession of the landlord, who lets it

to him for eleven months at most. In 1889 the

tenants who lost their holdings in this way
numbered 7,238 ;

in 1897 there were 4,019 ;
in

1902 there were 2,694. Very few of them were

really evicted
1 but all of them lost theprivik

which it was the purpose of the land legislation
to secure to them.
Thus the working of this legislation must be

pronounced to have been in many respects

unjust, ineffective, and incomplete.
2

1 See above, p. 67.
- In Ulster the landlords have in many places sought to

utilize the Act for the object of getting rid of the Ulster

Tenant Right Russell,
" Ireland and the Empire," p. 160.



CHAPTER II

INSUFFICIENCY IE LAND PURCHASE ACTS.

UPON the legislation relating to the sale and

purchase of land, a much more favourable judg-
ment must be pronounced. None of the gloomy
prophecies about the working of a system of

peasant proprietorship have been fulfilled. The
pur ts have punctually discharged

r yrariy instalments. Nothing in the nature
of a strike against the payment of these instal-

ments has ever been heard of. In 1897 there

were only about 100 tenants in arrears. 1 The
purchasers have not shown themselves to be

sponsible and careless managers, they are

not more heavily in debt, nor are they worse
cultivators than the non-purchasers; politically

they may probably be reckoned among the more
conservative elements of Irish life.

1

They have

unquestionably shown the practicability of estab-

lishing a peasant proprietary in Ireland. They
have cut the ground not only from under the

ry Commission, App., pp. 6 and 7.
'
Report by M liailcy, Legal Assistant Commissioner,

of an Inquiry into the present conditions of Tenant-purchasers
under the Land Purchase Act, 1903.
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prejudices of the English, but also from under the

Irish agrarian Socialists, represented by Michael

Davitt, who wished to link on the new system of

land-tenure to early Celtic institutions. For a

moment, the ideas of Henry George stood, as

watchwords of a policy directed against peasant

proprietorship, in the foreground of public in-

terest. The politico-economic realism of Parnell's

mind repressed them at the time; the success of

land-purchase in Ireland makes their revival for

the next few decades improbable.
1

It might be objected on the other side that the

peasant owners already created are not typical of

the class. The greater number of the holdings

investigated by Bailey (10,076 out of 14,813)
were situated in Ulster where rather exceptional
conditions prevailed. Only the tenants of the

wealthiest or of the most encumbered landlords

have, as yet, been made owners. The former
class have bought under excellent conditions

;
the

latter have never had the duties of a landlord

fulfilled towards them, so that they are economi-

cally strengthened by his abolition. At the-

bottom of this argument lies the not unjustified
view that many of the Irish tenantry are not
fitted to be owners, and that the number of such
is greater than present experience would lead us

1 One might draw an interesting parallel between those Irish

Nationalists who champion the communal clan-system of

Celts, as the ideal system of land tenure, and the Russian

Sklavophils or Pan Slavs, who have idealized the Mir.
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to suppose. It also includes the truth that the

cess of the peasant proprietors is not to

asc > some magical powers evoked by th<

possession of property, but to the very sober i

that the purchaser pays every year some 25

per cent, less tl non-purchasing
tenant.

On the popular side, this factor is regarded

ntage of the land-purchase

poli :\Q true policy because it has
1 the obligations of the tenants by 25 per

cent. But in any purely scientific consideration

of the subject precisely this which raises a
doubt as to whether the creation of a peasant

:iership is really answerable for the remarkable
resu ch are witnessed.

On this account also the continuance of the

tern of rent-fixing has become impossible.
There is not the slightest reason, in principle,

why the tenants on the Dillon estate should be-

come owners of their holdings by paying 20 per
it less rent than their neighbours on the

property of Lord de Freyne, who refused to sell.
1

That also was the opinion of Lord de Freyne's
tenants, who asked for a reduction of rent to the

Dillon estate of 93,000 acres gross, with 4,500 <

as purchased in 1899 by the Government (Congested
re-sell to the tenants. While the <

ch, as usual, preceded the apportionment of

the holdings, were being carried out, the tenants were employed
as hired labourers

; so that their condition contrasted with that

of t : : >ours, not only by reduced rents but by incomings
.
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s.ime figure, and met the refusal of the demand

by a strike against rent.

The United Irish League seized upon this con-

tradiction between the two systems of agrarian
reform. This organization was formed by William
O'Brien in the year 1898, and, like the Land

League and the National League, spread itself

over the whole country. Its practical object was,
in the first place the revival of the land agitation,
and afterwards the reunion of all the Irish patriots,

among whom, since Parnell's fall, bitter conten-

tions had prevailed. The principal aim of the

agitation was to obtain the partitioning of the great

grazing farms among the cottiers occupying the

small and uneconomic holdings which bordered on
them. The agitation was directed in the first

instance against the graziers. But since these

offered the landlord higher rents than the courts

would probably have sanctioned, it was not to be

expected that he would surrender the grazing
lands over which he had still full control, and
allow them to be partitioned. The boycott was
first tried; it was sought to put a stop to the

business of cattle -dealing. But as the results

attained were not adequate and a new judicial
decision made agitation and boycotting dangerous
a movement was set on foot for thepartitionment
of the grazing ranches by compulsory expropria-
tion.

This cry for the compulsory expropriation of

the large stock-farmers gradually swelled into one
for the compulsory expropriation of all landed
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prietors. Almost all the estates whose owners
c, under the existing conditions, inclined to

d by this time changed han The
remaining landlords declined to sell, and thereby
condemned their tenants, who desired to buy, to

the payment of some 25 per cent, a year more
n their neighbours.

1 Those who resented this

e of things most bitterly were the Protestant

farmers of Ulster, the very men whose qualities
were best calculated to ensure their success as

peasant owners. But, because they had never
taken part in the agrarian agitation against their

landlords, and because the latter were mostly in

vent and easy circumstances, it was just in these

quarters that the outlook for further transactions

in land purchase seemed particularly slight. The
political leaders of the Ulster farmers, especially

I, therefore, caught up the cry for

compulsory expropriation with enthusiasm, a

procee hich powerfully influenced public

opinion, for Ulster, Unionist in sentiment, had
demanded agrarian reform for its own

:iot with any object of stirring up the
< kening agitation for the national indepen-

dence of Ireland.

1

(To put this quite accur. hould be said that they
declined to sell at any prices which the existing Land Courts
would sanction, or which the existing purchase-system would
enable the tenant to pay off at any appreciable reduction on
his rent. The Courts demanded an extravagant margin of

:y for advances. Trans/,}



CHAPTER III.

A NEW DEPARTURE.

CE 1885-6, the English Liberal Party has

been in alliance with the Irish on the policy of

Home Rule, i.e., of the granting of a system of

parliamentary self-government. The Conserva-

tives, on the other hand, held fast to the Union
with England, and had as a Unionist Party

gained their greatest triumphs. They refused

the political demands of the Irish Nationalists ;

but recognizing justly that a purely negat

policy is in the long run no policy, they had

sought with a good will to comply with Ireland's

desires in the economic sphere. Moreover, it is

always well to be on good terms with a party

eighty strong ;
no one can tell how the next

elections may fall out.

This policy was called "
Killing Home Rule

with Kindness." l The principal champion of it

was Mr. Gerald Balfour, whose brother, Arthur

Balfour, had already inaugurated it. With the

1

[Not of course by its adherents, who always described it as

a policy of sympathy and justice towards Ireland, called for by
the social and historical circumstances to which they attributed

the Home Rule demand. Trans!.]
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former it was much more than a move in the

game of party-politics. the outcome of

a genuine conception of social reform. The
Irish look his jjifis with thanks; but the very

i he carried into his work con-

uted to make him unpopular. It was seen
i he had set his mind on real reforms, and

that he inwardly despised the parliamentary
manceuvrings of his opponents, for whom the

political moveme: an end in itself, just as

reform was to Balfour. His work will therefore

endure, but it will not be recognized until two
or three of his successors have been likewise

cted as leaders of reform, and likewise held
as hear: > the hatred of the Irish

successor, George Wyndham, continued
the policy of conciliation. A brilliant cans,

one whose charm is hard to resist, an artistic

nature, to whom form appears the main attrac-

tion one, however, whose intellect, notwith-

iding its spontaneity, coolly takes m<
measure amid the surge of personal and social

forces Wyndham knew how to champion the

conciliation policy as if it were a matter of

heartfelt personal concern, and the Irish blood
ch flows in his veins makes his line of action

more intelligible.
He began his work under auspicious circum-
nces. On the throne sat a King whose heart

was set on the contentment of Ireland. The
Premier was Arthur Balfour who possessed a
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thorough knowledge of the country. As Chan
cellor of the Exchequer Ritchie had succeeded
the energetic but parsimonious Hicks-Beach.
Chamberlain had, as yet unnoticed by the public ,

begun to transform the commercial attitude of
the Unionist party a circumstance which might
easily weaken it, and in the case of new elections

render it dependent on the votes of the Irish,

who had already come forward as a prop of the

Conservative party in the case of the Education
Act. The Irish, it is true, had lately formed a
new organization for themselves in the United
Irish League ; but agrarian burdens were no

longer oppressive enough to raise the popular
feeling to fever-heat, nor was agitation so

dangerous as it had been some years before.
1

1 In 1901 the House of Lords, through its decision in the

Taff Vale case, had made it possible to hold the Trade
Unions legally responsible for the acts of their officials. The
Irish organizations for agrarian agitation were modelled, in

principle, on the Trade Unions, and were defended by the

same arguments as those which were used in their time to

defend the Unions. There are, however, certain differences

between an industrial strike and a strike against rent. The
workingman who strikes gives no labour and receives no pay ;

the Irish peasant, however, refuses to pay rent for the land

which he has already tilled, and regards his eviction for non-

payment of rent as an act of the bitterest injustice. Since the

decision in the so-called Tallow case, the practice of boycotting
has involved serious legal consequences. The defendant
condemned to pay to the plaintiff, whom he had injured by
causing him to be boycotted, damages to the extent of ,5,500
(March, 1903).
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reover, the United States did not take the

uterest as formerly in Irish afta ieir

had grown much frir-mllier;

ontrilmtiuns to the Irish Parliamentary
rould not, in spite of the collection-

s vigorously undertaken by Irish poli-
^ed to the old figure. The breach

Parnell's tall had made in the Irish party
hdd never been fully healed, loudly though the

unity of the pa | now proclaimed. Personal

orness between the various fractions had
increased in proportion as the differences on
matters of principle grew more insignificant.
The great opportunity, longed for by generation
after generation, when England should be

entangled in a dangerous foreign crisis, had

passed away unutilized. The deeds of the Irish

vjade in the Transvaal war had done no serious

in to the position of England, while the Irish

regiments in the Br rmy had done more

duty, and the leaders of the Celtic

people had been wise enough to give to the

e of the Boers a purely moral support.
The Irish landlord too had become a wiser

man. He saw that his role as a feudal magnate
had been played to the end. He shuddered to

think of the moment when, at the end of another
en years' term, the Land Court would again

reduce his rent. That Ireland must become a

pea ul has long been clear to all eyes.

Already, in the year 1898, Gerald Balfour had
drawn the necessary adi .live conclusions,
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and created a system of local government resting
on the peasant and tenant classes, so that in this

sphere too the landlord party was spoiled of it>

traditional authority. The resident proprietor
was thus deprived of his last remaining oppor-
tunity for active work in his district, since he could

only sit in the local Council by the votes of tin-

tenantry, and he can only be elected if he sub-

scribes to the nationalist programme of legislative

independence for Ireland. So far he has not d

this, because Home Rule meant danger to his

property. When this danger has passed away
by the sale of his lands, he will be free to take

part in at least the local life of his country; a

then a national sentiment may easily arise in his

mind. In the past he was always national in

feeling, so long as he did not see his interests

threatened by the masses of the Catholic and
Celtic democracy. But he could not sell his

estates unless he received a higher price than that

heretofore offered, and this higher price the

tenant, who is inclined towards land purchase
only in so far as it means a reduction in rent, was
not inclined to pay.

By the downfall of the Liberal Party in 1895
Home Rule was, for the immediate future, put
out of the range of practical politics. The Con-
servative Government was ready to make all kinds

of economic concessions, but friend and foe alike

knew that for the time being Home Rule v

out of the question.
This pause in the great, decisive battle was
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ized by Horace Plunkett,
1 then a Member of

Parliament, in order to focus public discussion

on a policy which he had hitherto been pursuing
on a smaller scale. For a long time he had been

endeavouring to introduce into Irish agricult
rious forms of co-operative organization.

Though h ot acquainted with the s

of agricultural co-operation on the Continent,
i been led to follow this path by his familiarity

with the needs of Ireland, and by the practical

experience of business which he had gained in

America. He lacked both of the qualities with

imen, whether of the opposition or the

government party, are generally endowed the

fiery rhetoric of the popular tribune, and
ambition of the place-hunter who seeks to make
some lucrative little post his own. On all sides,

therefore, he was met with the justified n

of those on whose accustomed orbits of motion

began to exercise an incalculable and a disturbing
lence. He had however got together a little

company of enthusiasts from both camps, and had
at last, by sheer persuasiveness, formed a com-
mittee composed of leaders of the landlord

interest, of the tenants, and of the industrialists

of Ulster. This body was called the Recess

Committee, and its business was to formulate an
economic policy for Ireland.

2
Its next aim v

1 Now Sir II .unkett, K.C.V.O., and Vice-President of
1 >epartment of Agriculture.

'Sir Horace Plunkett, "Ireland in the New Centur
II.
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the formation of a Ministry of Agriculture and
Industries for Ireland, which should create and

spread through the country the agricultu
instruction urgently needed both by individual s

and associations.

Plunkett's policy had shown once for all that

a combination of all the political factions in

Ireland is possible.
1 He was cried down from all

sides because he wished to be a practical Irish

patriot, without favour for any particular class or

religion. He had survived this opposition, and
had called into life a movement supported by
all circles in the country. He had also shown
and he was the first to show that a war of classes

is not necessarily the sole meaning of all polii

in Ireland, and that it is not, in truth, a national

policy at all. But he did more than this. He
showed that the popular policy, which demands
new legislation every five years in order to

divide up the surplus of agricultural profits

according to some new arrangement, is not

sufficient to make the country prosper. Ireland

1 A combination of all parties had previously taken place in

connection with the Financial Relations question. A Royal
Commission had found that the indirect taxation of beer,

spirits, tea, and tobacco weighed more heavily on Ireland,

per head of the population, than on England and Scotland.

Thereupon there arose a short-lived but clamorous agitation
which demanded a repayment of the capital robbed from

Ireland, and which taught its adherents to believe that the

excessive taxation of alcohol, tobacco, and tea was the cause
of the economic backwardness of the country.
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must rather aim at producing more than she does,
1 producing it more cheaply. Through her

;>ital and of technical training this can

only be done by means of co-operative associa-

tions. Only by co-operation can the methods
of modern production be made available for

ho, at best, are only just above the

k of cottiers. The Irish peasant must raise

the productivity of his holding by means of co-

operative organization, and must give up trusting

solely to the gains, in the way of land legislation,

which can be won for him at the game of politics.

In a country so undeveloped as Ireland it was
the duty of the State to promote produc-
t it could only fulfil this duty with success

:i the producers also bestirred themselves.

In 1899 this policy had led to the creation of

the Irish Department of Agriculture, and on the

other side had by 1903 brought about the estab-

lishment of over 800 co-operative associations

with a membership of 80,000 and a turn-over of

two millions sterling. But it had also put the

Irish problem in a new light before the English

people. Here for the first time was an Iri<h

movement which was ready to embrace all

:d which had no essential hostility to

any person for the complaints of the small Irish

>pkeepers naturally went unheeded in a cour

where co-operative institutions were so highly

developed as in England. Here was a move-
ment which demanded from Parliament no new
division of the yearly surplus, but simply aimed

K
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at increasing that surplus by one's own exertions.

Ireland, for the first time, seemed to wish to set

to work, and to wait no longer for the legislative
miracles which every new Government promises,
and which, if it is in need of Irish votes, it must
endeavour to conjure up. After so many

*

final
'

land reforms, a movement for self-help had at last

arisen in Ireland.

The Irish Chief Secretary knew well how to

make use of all these tendencies. Like others,

he had recognized that all future Irish land-

reform must take the shape of the promotion of

land-purchase, and in the year 1902 he brought
in a new land-purchase bill which however was
soon withdrawn in favour of a better one.

Before the new Bill came into being, a sur-

prising event occurred. At the instance of

Captain Shawe-Taylor, a Conference of repre-
sentatives of the landlords and the tenants had
met in the Mansion House in Dublin, in order to

discuss the foundations of a new agrarian law.
1

The astonishment grew still greater when on the

3rd of January, 1903, the representatives of both

1 The representatives of the landlords were Lord Dunraven,
Lord Mayo, Col. W. H. Hutcheson Poe, and Col. Nugent T.

Everard; those of the tenants were the M.P.'s John Redmond,
William O'Brien, T. W. Russell (for Ulster), and T.

Harrington. Later on Captain Shawe-Taylor summoned,
but unsuccessfully, a second Conference to solve the Irish

University question. One may feel assured that he was in

both cases merely an instrument of other powers, for the

representatives of large groups of interests are not commonly
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es signed a joint report to serve as the basis

new Bill. 16 Report declared the

lase policy to be the only one possible.
> be carried out in such a fashion that

varly payments of the purchasing tenants

should be 15 per cent, to 25 per cent, lower than

second term Also, evicted tenants who,

ch, had no right to have judicial n-:iN fixed,

were to be permitted to purchase. The petty

holdings o be enlarged by dividing Up the

The landlords were to receive

chase money a sum which at 3 per
cent, to 3^ per cent, interest would yield them as

much as second-term rents, less not more than

10 per cent, representing the difference between

the - nd the net receipts. If the

payments of the tenants were to be reduced by
15 percent, to 25 per cent., and thegro>s income

itullord to be reduced by only 10 per
cent, on the basis of 3 per cent, investmen

is clear that then- must be a gap to be filled up.

gap was to be filled by the Treasury of the

d Kingdom, by means of a bonus to be

ready to go into conference with their opponents on the

; well meaning outsiders. It is supposed in many
iis institution of the extra-parliamentary, un-

confercnce was brought by Sir Antony MacDonneU
from India, where no Parliament exists.

[It may be commented on the above that the first of the

extra-; es, the Recess Committee, took

Sb Antony MacDonneU 1

i/.]
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accorded to the landlord in the interests of i

pacitication of Ireland.
1

The Bill brought in by Wyndham in 1903
contained in point of fact all the provisions
demanded by the Land Conference. It must not

however be concluded from this that an impres-
sionable statesman had simply waited on and

complied with the public opinion of Ireland. It

is far more probable that Mr. Wyndham had
found ways and means to suggest to those who
took part in the Conference both the necessity
for that transaction and the results which it was
desired to produce.

In any case, the Report made a deep impression
in England. The Irish landlord and the Irish

tenant were here for the first time at one, and

they indicated a method whereby England could
not fail to solve the Irish agrarian problem, if

only she were magnanimous enough to pay the

price of the reconciliation.

This price was the rock on which the Report,
now embodied in a Bill, might have been wrecked;
for no exception in point of principle could be
taken to the other details of the measure, the

parties immediately concerned appearing to be
in full agreement about them. There remained,

indeed, some hidden sources of friction. Neil

the landlords in the Conference nor the repre-

1 "
Report of a Conference held at the Mansion House,

Dublin, 1902-3;" "The Land Conference and its Critics,"

by \Vm. O'Brien, M.P., 1904.
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sentatives of the tenants had had any ofiV

The Irish Parliamentary ind

the official association of the Irish landlords felt

themselves, in a certain sense, set in the back-

ground; and in both orgai here were
reme elements who, on the one side, were not

Durable to a continuance of the land-purchase
1 on the other, hated all idea of a

peaceful settlement, on the ground that it would
ke it more difficult to carry on the national

agitation. \\'ynlh.im succeeded, with rare tact,

overcoming these difficulties. Even in Parlia-

ment he was able to commit Redmond and
O'Brien so deeply to his Bill that the Irish Pa
can never rid themselves of their responsibility
for the Act of 1903.*

me th.u the recognized Landlords' Convention
refused to approve the project of the Conference, but a

iscite taken among the Irish landlords in general accorded

approval by a sweeping majority. On the other side, an

proof of the completeness of the ascendency of

the political over all other interests in Nation land was
n in the i n this Conference, where the fate of the

vas to be decided, not a single tenant

farmer had a voice. Trans/.]
9 O'Brien has had to pay for his championship of the

Coir rogramrae by suffering a sort of political excom-

munication, pronounced against him by the Fireman's Journal,
the chief organ of the Nationalist pat >n of the

nan is q gible. O'Brien was imprudent enough
to declare his satisfaction with a measure of reform. For

proposals relating to Ireland, it is regarded as axiomatic that

btmfeia obtruduntur.
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On the other hand, the members representing
non-Irish constituencies, whose electors really
had to meet the expenses, offered no opposition
worth mentioning. Quite apart from the question
of party discipline many of the Conservatives

saw in the Irish colleagues who were li

minded with them on tariff questions, and whose

help might be valuable if Chamberlain should

compel the free trade Conservatives to withdraw.

The Liberals had no interest in thwarting the

Irish. As soon as a Conservative Government
had carried through the dispossession of the

landlords, then the weightiest argument against
Home Rule the avowed Liberal policy would
fall to the ground.
Thus the role of opposition to the scheme fell

into the hands of certain purists in finance,

whose objections the Chief Secretary met by
pointing out that one could not pay too much
for the reconciliation of Ireland : the financial

sacrifices would soon be made good by the

considerably reduced cost of the police employed
by the Irish administration. The dream of an
Irish millennium, by which most Irish administra-

tions are at one time or another deluded, wrought
its spell anew. In Dublin Castle sat a young
Viceroy, full of sympathy with Ireland, whose

guest King Edward was to be on his first royal
visit to that country. Could one lay before a

king, whose friendly inclinations towards Ire-

land were well known, a better offering than

the acceptance of a bill which seemed at last
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to promise to Ireland the blessing of social

peace?
Enough : the Act passed through both Houses

of Parliament, and on the I4th of August, 1903,
received the royal assent.



CHAPTER IV.

THE WYNDHAM LAND ACT : ITS PROVISIONS.

THE Wyndham Land Act was intended to

about a voluntary transference of all the Irish

land still in the hands of the landlords. For
this purpose the Treasury may advance up to

100 millions sterling at 2f per cent, interest with

an additional ^ per cent, sinking fund. The

payment of the interest is secured upon the

annual grants-in-aid given by the Imperial

Treasury to the Irish County funds. These can
be held back if payment is not made. The
advances given to the tenants for the purpose of

purchasing are made in cash. The tenants

receive the advances from the Land Commission,
within which a body consisting of three persons
and named the Estates Commissioners has been
formed for the purpose of carrying out the Act.

The advance to any individual tenant is limited

to ,5,000, or in exceptional cases, 7,000.*
The Treasury procures the necessary funds by

means of a loan at 2^ per cent. In order to

guard against demoralizing the money market it

bound itself not to issue more than five millions

*
Formerly ,3,000.
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a year for the f\- e years. If the issue is

par, then the Treasury must pay more

J per cent and there is therefore a dei

in the intrrvst paid by the tenants, as this

amounts to only 2f per cent. This d<

Je up out of a fund of / 185,000 yearly,
narked for Irish purposr

Repayment is made by the tenants by a yearly
contribution to sinking fund, amounting to ^ per
cent. The tenant's total yearly payments there-

fore amount to 3^ per cent. By this low rate of

nd payments the period of repaynv
:rom 42 or 49 to nearly 70 (68^)

The Estates Commissioners are bound to make
6 in all cases in which the total yearly

payments of the tenant come to 10-40 per cent.

than his rent. If the rent is a first-term one,
then the reduction on purchase must be at 1<

1 Of course this is only a form of words. In reality, the

hig: .t is made up out of Imperial funds, since this

,185,000 is not separately raised from ti u.\j -ayer.

have heie the almost incredible fact that the credit of the

ant is I. n that of the English Government.
When th<

.-; j-cr tent, loan stands at 90, the Treasury pays
r cent, more than the tenant. At this quotation, the

use \ 1 1,000,000 in order to make its advance

/J 1 00,000,000. The interest of the ji i i,ooo,ooc

paid out of Irish funds, but the State is responsible
for r :'. of the capital. In January, 1905, more*

:ng not to issue more than ^5,000,000 sterling
was modified on account of the low quotation, and ,6,000,000

imwd
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20 per cent., and cannot exceed 40 per cent. In

the case of a second-term rent, the reduction

must be between 10 and 30 per cent. 1 The
' Zones

'

have made it possible to do away with a
ous investigation into the security offered by

the holding for the advance and for safe-guarding
the interests of the next heir.

2

They have been

vehemently attacked by the Irish Radicals

they form a limit to possible reductions. If a

second-term rent amounts to ^100, then the

yearly payments of the purchasing tenant must
be at least 70, and cannot be more than 90 ;

this on the basis of 3^ per cent, interest amounts
to a maximum purchase price of ^2769 45. 7d.,

and a minimum of ^2153 lys.
3 A landlord

therefore cannot receive more than 277, nor less

than 21-5 times his second-term judicial rent.

The capital value of a first-term rent varies

between 24-5 and 18*5 times the rent.
4

A transaction in land-purchase is carried out

by the whole body of the tenants on an estate

agreeing with the landlord as to a purchase price,

1 In the case of tenants who are not judicial tenants, a

corresponding arrangement of rent has first to be undertaken.
* See pp. 93, 96.
n

Johnson, "Handbook of Land Purchase in Ireland," p. 15.
4 This would seem to make the new provisions much harder

for the tenant than those of the Ashbourne Act, under which

he usually paid only eighteen times the rent. But the rents

under the Ashbourne Act were frequently not reduced n
while a second term judicial rent represents a reduction of

about 40 per cent. In order to pay 1,600 under the
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1 then applying to the Land Commission
vance. It is not desirable that individual

tenants should purchase separately ; on the other
hand .in estate < .in under certain circunv

be sold piecemeal, since the Land Commission
the ri^ht to treat any part of a: < as an

'estate,' and to make an advance on it. It may
> make an advance on untenanted land which
in the landlord's own hands and which

often the most valuable part of the proper
Without this provision it would be difficult to

holdings for farmers who were outside the

:id Acts, as, for instance, evicted tenants, or
to enlarge petty holdings, two points on which
the Land Conference laid much stress. Where
the landlord and the tenant cannot agree on
a purchase price, then the Land Commission

mpowered to acquire the property, provided
that three-fourths of the tenants (counting both

by numbers and by value of holdings) h.

undertaken to purchase from the Commission on
the terms approved by the latter. This provi-
sion makes it possible to carry out a sale even

Ashbournc Act the tenant had to pay 64 a year for 49 years.
In order to pay ,1,525 under the Wyndham Act he pays
49 us. 3d. for 68} years. From the standpoint of the

tenant the latter proceeding is the cheaper, although it

becomes dearer by the prolonged hypothecation of the tenant's

credit. In the first case, his total yearly instalments amount
t 3*136', m the other, to ^3,733, without reckoning

compound interest. Cp. also Fottrell, ^h Land .

1903, Explained," p. 36.
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though a minority of the tenants is against it.

The value of unsold land in the hands of the
Commission must never exceed ,5,000,000. The

nsaction is to be carried out without I

except in the case of congested estates, where
resale at a loss is permitted.

1

Thus for the tenant the new Act implies a

lessening of his obligations by 10 to 40 per cent.,

or to speak in his own language, a reduction of

rent by from 2s. to 8s. in the . The A
amounts simply and solely to this, that the Irish

tenant can become owner of his holding by pay-
ing for 68^- years on an average 15 per cent, less

than a present-day (1905) judicial rent would
amount to.

2

But whether the Irish tenant can take this bait

or not depends partly on what inducements are

offered to his landlord. The landlord receives

for every ,100 of rent a principal sum of ^1850-
2460, or 2150-2770, according to whether the

rent is a first- or second-term one. Let us assume
that he gets,2,000. That gives in trustee securi-

ties at 3^- per cent, an income of ^65. He is

1
It is possible to effect a sale outside the zones, but then

come in all the arrangements involving delay, which the zone

system was devised to get rid of.
2 A present-day rent would be a second-term rent, and the

reduction on it would therefore be 10 to 30, or say 15 per cent.

A rent of^ioo therefore falls to ,85. This ^85 contains

interest and sinking fund, about T
a
j or saX <'3> being

reckoned to sinking fund. The actual rent therefore is re-

duced from 100 to 72, or by 28 per cent.
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l)y 35 a year, a circumstance
which is not an inducement to sell; but for every
100 of rent he may count off about 10 perc

for costs of collection ; his net rent was therefore

go and his loss is ^25. Moreover he is once
for all freed from the danger of further red

in n-nt. If he the present day he has
even a considerable chance of gaining by a rise

in the securit which he invests. He has,

moreover, yet other advantages. Parliament has
devote* i of 12,000,000 as a free gift for

mdlord. Upon every /ioo of principal
he get . This bonus goes to the

person in whose hands the estate is at the

moment it is h ae property and
need not be investt ee securities. If

whole estate is sold for /2O,ooo the bonus
will amount to ^2,400, which at 4 per cent, will

bring in g6 a year. On the ^2,000 estate the

bonus will yield interest of g I2S., and the whole
irn from the proceeds of the sale will be

/74 i2s. There will still be a loss of ^"15 8s.

The landlord however is permitted to sell his

residence and demesne, not to the tenants but to

the Land Commission. He can afterwards buy
them back from the Commission by means of an
advance which they will make him, but which it

must be observed may not exceed one-third of
the to :ue of the estate. The landlord

- never drawn rent from this demesne. But
on an estate of the value of say ,20,000 he
has perhaps encumbrances amounting to some
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/i 0,000, for which he is paying interest at

5 per cent. For every ,1,000 of net rental he
therefore received only ,500. Now let us

pose that he sells his residence with the

estate and receives ,5,000 for it. With this

^5,000 he pays a part of his old debt and con-

tracts a new one at 2^- per cent, interest
;
that is

to say, instead of paying- ,250 interest he p;

only .140, thus saving \ 10. If he uses another

,5,000 to clear off the remainder of his encum-

brances, then his position is as follows : He has

now a capital of ,15,000 and a debt of ,5,000.
The capital at 3^ per cent, will yield him an
interest of

^,487 10 o
interest on mortgage 137 10 o

350 o o

Plus the bonus interest .. 96 o o

Leaving an income of ... ,446 o o

As against this, he had formerly,

Rents ... ... x i,ooo o o

Less costs of collection ... 100 o o

900 o o

Less interest on encumbrances 500 o o

Leaving an income of only ^400 o o

Thus, in the case of an estate encumbered to half

its value, the new Act leads to a direct increase

in the landlord's income. It is only the estates
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with no encumbrances, which are probably ex-

t will not any increase

Hut under the new the owner,
to sdl, can by sale and repurchase

of his demesne procure himself capital repayable
in 68| years at 2| per cent | per
cent, sinking fuml ible for any purpose he

rder to give efficacy to these attractior

ie modus
<;.

of purchase has been

Anyone who has for six y<

enjoyed the rents of an estate has the ri^ht
to sell it.

1

In order to interest the existing

possessor of the property the tenant-for-life

(for the Act makes no difference in the manner
in which landed property up) in the sale,

he receives the bonus as a free personal gift ; it

does not go into the family property.
1 In the

same way he also gets the arrears of rent up
1 year, or at m per cent, of

the purchase money.* The tenant-for-life t:

receives 12 per cent. + 5-4 per cent., or in all

j. per cent, of the purchase money, to do

1 That is to say, he need not, before negotiating, rummage
among ancient a: i order to establish his ownership.

>ic documents are only necessary in order to establish

a to dispose of the purchase money, the interest of which

he continues to receive as he formerly did the re:

1 This point was not made clear in the Act of 1903, so that

an amen became necessary (190
3
If the purchase price amounts to 18-5 times the rent, then

the arrears will be fa /.*., 5-4 l*r cent.
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it he likes with. He can invest this sum
as he chooses, and is therefore in a position
to provide for his younger children. Thus he
obtains a personal premium on selling. He
offered every inducement to sell, even though
the process should result in a diminished income
for the next heir.

From the standpoint of the landowner, the sale

of his property takes the form of a great extin-

guishing of encumbrances, the possibility being
offered to him of contracting a new mortgage
at 2 per cent., provided that it does not exc<

as we have seen, one-third of the total value of

the estate.
1

Thus, in the sale of a hundred
millions worth of property the landowners who
sell can mortgage thirty-three millions worth to

the State at 2^ per cent.

In a country where interest at 5 per cent, is

by no means uncommon, we are thus suddenly
confronted with the introduction by the State of

a mortgage interest of 2f per cent. The mort-

gages owned by private persons are repaid ; new
investments of the kind are impossible, since the

large estates will no longer exist; the rate of

interest is artificially reduced. The advantages
of this situation, in a country where the scope
for placing capital is so narrow as in Ireland,
seem to me doubtful. 2

1 Or ^20,000 as a maximum in exceptional cases.
2 The mortgagees are in part institutions disposing of

capital, as, for instance, Insurance Societies. Ecclesiastical
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The Wyndham Act makes speci. i for

problem of the enlargement of

ty holdings. Where these holdings arc mer
verted into peasant proprietorships, the post-

i of the occupier would be scarcely improved.
< rto the Congested Districts Board has

occupied itsel; trgement of holdings

by the purchase of estates (containing untenanted

as well as d land) and their resale to the

In future it can pi vork more
Land Commission is to finar

it. The Board however is confined to cert

districts, even though similar conditions may pre-
le them. Here the Land Commission

y come in. It may purchase "congested
mcJ resell them to the tenants, even

i loss. Congested estates are defined to

be those at least half of which is taken up by
holdings of $ valuation or under, or which
consists half of mountain or bog, or where or

more is held in rundale.

The Land Commission may sell these est;

to the tena a loss, but the total loss, taki

into account both the cost price and the expenses
of improvements, must not exceed 10 per cent, ot

the sales carried out in that year.

bodies, too, have invested much of their funds in mortgages.
>testant Church of Ireland, for example, is at t he-

present moment collecting a fund of .250,000 simply to

cover the worst of the loss that may arise through repayment
of mortgages. For the man of small savings, the fall in the

rate of interest is a very serious matter.
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Both the Land Commission and the Congested
Districts Board may purchase untenantecl land

in order to use it for enlargement of holdings ;

and on these purchases too a bonus may be

paid. By its power of deciding what is and what
is not an estate the Commission can prevent
a landlord from getting rid of his petty holdings
and keeping the untenanted land. It will only
sanction an advance where enough land can be
obtained for the enlargement of any uneconomic

holdings which may be included in the estate.



CHAI \

TH ^HAM LAND ACT IN OPERATION.

\\yndham Act came into force on
-mber ,03.

Up to April 30th, 1904, there were sold

under this Act 122 estates, containing 1,565

holdings, and having a total area of 74,884
acp The purchase money amounted t<>

/it 135.635. The former rents came to ^48,297.
o average reduction S per cent The

purchase price amounted to 22.9 times the rent.

Applications were received but not yet sanc-

tioned for a further 145 estates, with 5,193

holdings, at a purchase price of ^2,052,910.
Of the farms sold, there were

Holding*. Value.

In Ulster 216 ^69,806
'

'-t-t 799.074
Connaught 478 .369

In Munster 1 53,386

These figures show clearly that the Act is capable
of bringing about purchases on a very extens

[

l

On Jan. 31, 1906, the sales had amounted to .7,207,548.
Trans/.]
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scale. It worked best in Leinster, and worst in

Ulster where the most competent farmers are,

and in Connaught, where the worst poverty
exists. This ratio is less distinctly but

perceptibly marked in the pending cases. 1 Above
all, we find that, in the Congested Districts, very
few sales have taken place.

As yet, the Estates Commissioners have pur-
chased no estate. Twenty-eight have been
offered to them, and negotiations are proceeding
in the case of twenty-six of these. They have

bought 450 acres of untenanted land and est

lished twenty-four evicted tenants on it. They
are negotiating as to the purchase of 15,000
acres more.

It is already possible to conclude from these

figures that a great part of the soil of Ireland

will really change hands through the operation
of the Wyndham Act. But even to-day it is also

possible to affirm that the Wyndham Act will

not be the last Irish Land Act. From various

sides difficulties have been placed in the way of

its success. The Ultras among the landlords

have attempted to hold back their colleagues
from selling, in order that higher prices may be

obtained. So, too, the Radical section of the

1
Applications :
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Nationalists have warned the tenants against
haste, in the i <:e in order to get lower

for them, but also from the old tactical

ground, to hinder the solution of the land

iculties are not insuperable. There
will, howevr. always be a number of properties
whose owners will decline to sell. These will be

precisely those estates whose tenants pay their

rents regularly and are not to be led into acts of
to say, practically the Ulster

tenantry. It may also be said that wherever
n expectation of the rise of price in

agr tl products, and where, therefore, the

fear o: reductions has disappeared,
there the owner will have no monetary induce-

ment to sell. All owners who are followers of

the Chamberlain policy and who expect a golden
age to dawn as a consequence of its success,
would be fools to sell on a basis of reduced
rents on the very eve of better times.

There are also many owners who are by no
means inclined to sell their grazing pastures,
which brini; very high rents, at a price so low as to

make it possible under reasonable conditions to

They even compelled O'Brien to resign his

he was, howt . of this Radical section

ints to this, that the price which the tenant is to pay is to

be reduced by the amount of the bonus, which would thus be

paid, not lord but to the tenant. A very pr

arrangement but it will not hasten the progress of land

purchase.
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utilize them for the enlargement of holdin

Both the Congested Districts Board and the

Estates Commissioners may indeed buy to sell

again at a loss; but the amount of this loss is

limited. Unless cottier tenants who are unable

to make a living from the land are to be turned

into peasant proprietors, the outlook for sales in

the West is a narrow one.

There exist therefore large districts where the

Act in spite of all the inducements it offers will

not bring about voluntary sales. There the tenant

must go on paying 25 per cent, more than his

more fortunate neighbour; there also the old

elements of agitation will continue to exist. W<
shall soon see the rise of a new agitation, wh
watchword will be Compulsory Expropriation.
Where further difficulties of a more serious

nature have not yet shown themselves, we must
not conclude that they do not exist. Before the

indebtedness of the tenants to the Government
can be extinguished, 68-J- years must pass away.
In these 68 years the tenant must year by year

pay the same rent, whether the times be good or

bad. The danger attending this situation might
very well have been diminished if the sinking fund

had been fixed at a higher rate and the system of

decadal reductions had been retained in order to

make possible the reduction of the burden in tlv

later stages.
It would then have been possible in years of

distress to give appreciable remissions without

entirely giving up the sinking fund. Of course.
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vould not in that case have been possible
to effect sales at from as. to 8s. reduction in

rent I robably the rush to purchase on the
rt of the t would then have been less

There is only the question wh<
tliis mi-ht not have been the more desirable

result. In Ireland, the magic of property consists
in the fact tl cheaper by 25 per <

get it than not to get it It is not the acquisition
of property but the refusal of it that is associated

tices. There are therefore a number
of individuals who are forced into pea-

proprietorship, a way of life in which they
cannot get on, because they do not possess
and cannot possess the qualifications, material

vhich would fit them for it. The St

will lose nothing by them, for their holdings

irity for the advances. It is, however, a

thoughtless application of the credit of the St

when those who ought to benefit by it have
end in the bankruptcy court. Already under the

'.bourne Act cases of this unfittedness came to

light not very unfrequently.
1 Under theWyndham

Act, they will naturally be far more numen
The Irish tenant often has not sufficient capital

to work his holding. The reduction in his rent

will, indeed, make it easier for him to obt

working capital, especially as we have seen that

the legislation which gave him a part owner -

;> in his farm has facilitated this object, and

1

Bailey's Report, pp. 8-1 1.
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has substituted the bank as a source of capita!
the usurer. Credit in Ireland has formerly been

very dear 20 to 40 per cent, being not unusual. 1

The Congested Districts Board, the Board of

Public Works, and above all, in recent times, the

Raiffeisen banks, have made personal cr<

cheaper. The new Act creates a broader b<;

for real credit, though not indeed an unlimited

one, the farm being allowed to be mortgaged only
to ten times the amount of the annual payment.

But the Irish farmer has no desire to borrow

capital. He does not wish to increase his obliga-
tions. He will put more work into his farm, and
will keep his standard of living as low as it u

before. He is quite right to avoid new obliga-
tions, for they would narrow for him the margin
between solvency and bankruptcy. The borrow-
in- of working capital would endanger his

existence, yet without it his success is imj
sible. There is nothing left for him then but to

let his lands for grazing to wealthier neighboi
That has already happened under the Ashbourne

Act, and it will happen in greater measure under
the Wyndham Act. 2 The very Act which was
intended to divide up the grazing farms will

create, in many cases, a class of peasantry whose
existence can only be prolonged for a time by
continuance of these grazing farms.

There is no possibility of excluding these

1
Bailey's Report, pp. n, 24-26.

*-#., pp. i, 18, 19, 25.
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elements of weakness, for it is just these who most
need the rent-reduction in the shape of which land

purchase presents itself to them. One can assert

h confidence that th< \Vyndham Act will at

great expens< imcrous peasant own
sards haw ir farms as

iependent proprietors.
^ >ne in Ireland

i declare openly for a system of economic
vivnliation in Irish life. A feeling for equality,
dt a very superficial kind of equality, comes

in all agitation and is destined to

bring many oiiu-r dangers for the new agrarian
onl reductions of rent are different on

es. e peasants who bought
unt Ashbourne Acts are under differ

conditions from those who bought under the

Wyndham Act. The obligations of the one will

cease before those of the others. Second- term
rents have been reduced by 21 per cent., first-

term by 26 per cent. On one estate the rents

are reduced by 2s. in the/"i, on another by 8s.

Why these inequalities? Of course there are

.ich experts will recognize as decisive;
but they will not console those who are on the

unfavourable side of the difference. I do not

believe that the English Government will ever

have to meet anything like a great national

ike against rent it has only to withhold the

grants .rve out the local

bodies but local ilimculties will always be

occurring in Ireland so long as success and
lure remain factors in the agricultural situation.
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It is just the creation by the Wyndham Act ot

weak elements in the social structure which will

add to this danger. Already the agitator is

asking with indignation why the starvation plots
on the West of Ireland are to be capitalized at

the same number of years' purchase as the large

grazing farms of Leinster. From time to time
local epidemics of bankruptcy will break out, and
then to allay the local disturbances new agrarian

legislation will be necessary.

Already a new agitation is making itself felt

in the West, and is turning to account the failure

of the potato crop in certain Western districts.

Its cry is for partition of the grazing farms
and enlargement of holdings. The Congested
Districts Board has attempted to carry out this

policy on some 44 estates and has done so with

gratifying results,
1 but in most of these cases it

has had but a few holdings to deal with only in

the case of the Dillon estate of 4,500 holdings did

it operate on a large scale. The experience of

the Board goes to show that this enlargement of

holdings is rarely practicable except when carried

out at a loss
;

it is only practicable where unten-

anted land in sufficient quantities is available in

the immediate neighbourhood, since all tenants

object to being transplanted, and the inhabitants

of the new district to which it is proposed to

transplant them resist the proposal with all their

Where the Board has succeeded they

1 Twelfth Report, App. XXX.
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have to thank in part the tact of their officials*

! in part, not thr effect of the enlargement of

holdings, hut the remuneration which the tena

received for works of improvement carried out

on their farms. 1

Even if the Government were to pay down as
ree gift from Imperial fir whole cost of

the enlargement of holdings, the difficulties

would not then be at an end. The pasture-lands

necessary for the purpose do not i over-

abundant measure. If one were to divide up
among the farmers of the district all the culti

vable land in the Union of Westport, each man
would have only a i6-acre farm; in Belmullet,

15-5 acres; in Swinford, 14*5; in Dunfanaghy,
13-2. Every enlargement of a farm is a benefit

to the owner of it, but as a social reform the

process is of no value unless at least 2oacre
:ns can be provided. If such were to be formed

iove-mentioned d . then trans-

plantations to other counties and provim
would be necessary, and would assuredly call

forth a fiercer resistance than Cromwell's trans-

plantation of the Irish landowners toConnaught.
If the enlargement process were to be carried

1 The income of the C D. B. for all purposes now amounts to

,86,000 a year, but only a portion of this is available for the

enlargement of holdings, the administration costs of which are

very considerable. The loss of the Land Commission on the

purchase and re-sale of congested estates must not by law be

higher than 10 per cent, of the purchase price.
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out over all Ireland, and if all the larq-e farms
and demesnes were to be absorbed, then the

Irish holdings as they exist to-day would only
be brought up to just 30 acres. 1

1 No human being dreams, however, of the abolition of

all the large- farms. The average size of the farms so

purchased under the Wyndham Act is 47 acres. This Act

permits the advance of .5,000, or even of 7,000, for the

purchase of a single farm. That certainly does not point
to the abolition of the large farms. Yet if these are to

retained, there is not much land left over in Ireland for the

enlargement of the petty holdings, all the less, as the evicted

tenants have to be provided for.
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KASANT PROPRIETARY AND AFTER*

K Wyndham Act will therefore on the one
hand transform a great portion of Irish soil

into peasant proprietorship; on the other, it will

to abolish the petty farms and to create a
class of purely economic holdings*

:;m laws contain very strict

regulations against the sub division of the newly
created holdings. Since the Act of 1881, sub-

letting and sub-division have been forbidden. 1

In the case of a holding which would naturally be
ded up in process of inheritance, the Land

Commission can now have it sold for the benefit

of the heirs, or can nominate an heir.
2

Sub-letting
forbidden, only a letting for a short tt

(con-acre) being permitted. Indebtedness is also

provided against. Without permission from the

Land Commission no tenant may mortgage his

holding for more than ten times the amount of

.mder a judicial rent has to be
led in the lifetime of the occupier, the Land Commission

can order it to be sold.
1 Section 54 en an heir is nominated, the pro-

perty is of course charged for the other ponies interested.
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his annual payment
1 In principle, no exception

can be taken to such provisions in Ireland. Since

public money has been advanced for the artificial

creation of a peasant proprietorship, it is also in

the public interest to keep control over the

execution of the measure. It is another question
whether these regulations can really be carried

out, and whether they are not treating sympt
rather than causes. Subdivision of farms in

,
Ireland is not so much the consequence of i

of equal inheritance it sprang rather from the

fact that but for the soil a father had nothing
which he could leave to his children.

This situation remains no better to-day. On
the contrary, through the abolition of the great
landed properties there will be lessened demand
for labour. The demand for industrial labour,

except in certain districts, has grown but little.

When the younger children cannot get land they
will migrate from the rural districts. This

process is already going on. It has indeed gone
so far that in many districts the large farmers

suffer from want of labour. The labourer will

not engage himself for the wages which they
offer, particularly as the Irishman does not

willingly take service with those of his own class.

Thus lack of demand for labour and lack of

supply run along on parallel lines. The result is

an emigration from the country which robs it

1 Section 54 (3) and (4).
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yearly of 35 40,000 inhabitants* The more that

on of farms (in its concealed 1 as
its open fornv hecked, the more

emigration will be promoted. Now,
to give a^ e to those of his

vho are emigrating, he n. mil
the application of capital to his farm.

Th< ;>easant has never been accustomed to

land he :ferred

old stocking, or at best the bank. H: has

borrowed money at 5 per cent.

bank when he had in it a dep<

yielding at most i per cent. The causes of t

tude lay partly in the state of the agrarian
Iso in a well-grounded n; in

.n capa In addition there was the

need of providing for the younger children. The
ncr will incur no new debts. He can, there-

, only do something for them by hoarding up
money in the bank, and giving it out to

Idren when they leave home. Thus h<

compelled to continue his lu lard of living
for his savings do not arise from a surplus of

profits but from a deficiency of nourishment and
>f capital becomes a chronic disease.

.s before, the whole family lives on
the land, only that the departing children get

ir share in cash. No legislation can deal with

1

As, for instance, when two small families dwell in one
. or a son builds on an addition to the house.
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problem ; at the bottom of it lies the fact

thai a farm which is burdened with interest on

purchase money, and whose owner has neither

working capital nor technical knowledge, can

only show a surplus of profit under rarely
favourable circumstances. Were the Irishman

not capable of reducing his standard of living to

the lowest possible point, the continued existence

of numerous farmsteads in the country would be

incomprehensible. But even this tenacity will

prove inadequate to protect many of the newly-
established farms against serious dangers. A
rise in prices will of course afford some relief,

just as the reductions in rent did. But the future

of Ireland does not lie in agricultural tariffs

it lies far more in the co-operative movement.
Even if agricultural tariffs could effect in Ireland

all that their champions claim for them, and
effect it without any accompanying drawbacks,

they would yet remain only one more link in the

chain of legislative measures which are expected
to bring about Ireland's welfare, without the

active assistance of the Irishman himself.

For centuries the agrarian system of Ireland

was indeed so regulated that the abandonment
of all energetic effort seemed to be justified.
The possibilities of success which are now open
have not as yet set free the forces of the Irish

people. The co-operative movement was the

first attempt to organize these forces. This

movement has in Ireland other problems to solve

than it has elsewhere. In other countries, the
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ie has banded together individuals in vill.

Minimi ties of the most
in ih framework of institutions of

hisi undertaken the adminis
rs of common interest t

communal feff :ie peat -bogs.
In If land, all this organization was an affair of

. of the landlord or his agent. Now
the landlord has disappeared. The Wyndham
Act does indeed contain certain paragrap
inserted at the instance of the co-operative
lead, rx which provide for the formation of

gni 1 turbary committees; but it has not

1 for the estate any system of com-
munal agrii ultural organization. Thus none of

of agricultural organi/ation are in

ice, except what rest on voluntary co-

operative enterprise. Th ificance of the co-

operative movement for Ireland therefore does

in the fact that it cheapens production
1 improves quality. It lies in the fact that

through it the erstwhile tenant, now left to

himself as a peasant proprietor, gets a backing
1 an agricultural education that it opens a

way in which the now slowly beginning educa-

vity of the State can reach him. On
success of this work of agricultural education

will depend the measure of success to be
achieved by the Irish agrarian reform of the past

years.
m, in spite of the criticism* which

I have applied to it, has been an absolutely
M
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necessary one. As a product of the fierce

political strife which followed upon the neglect
of centuries a strife in which political power and
not social reform was the main object it has

been now hurried, now belated in its execution.

The vanity of the statesman who would see

Ireland pacified in his four years' term of office,

and the calculations of the tactician who feared

to drop from his hand the weapon of agrarian

agitation, have had more influence on it than has
the zeal of the true reformer. Irish nationalism

has utilized the agrarian war of classes to win

the Irish people for the national idea. It has
succeeded. It has defeated and finally expro-

priated the most influential section of the former

English colonists of Ireland the landed gentry.
The Wyndham Act has essentially rounded off

this process. Through this agrarian war the

national question became for a time a class

question. Now, when the Irish tenants have
had conditions assured to them more favourable
than any other tenantry in the world enjoy, the

national question must lose this colouring. The

bought-out landlord remains in his residence

which he has mortgaged to the State at 2| per
cent. He has no further cause of friction with

his former tenants, who now pay him no rent.

He no longer regards himself as part of an

English garrison. He will again become an

Irish patriot. He no longer talks of the unity
of the Empire for Home Rule has few terrors

for him now. He talks of * Devolution
'

of
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the concession of a kind of self-government for

<lc for a while agai
the designation 'Home Rule,' because not so

lone ago he was declaring that he would die in

thr h for the union of the three V

but hr will soon be reconciled to it. It will not

be very long till all thr former landlords whose
i liirf interests lie in Ireland have become en-

thu nationalists.' It is indeed possible that

the a. peace now beginning a peace
which, however, will still for a time be broken

>nal combats may be rendered fruit-

less by sectarian dissensions. In any case it

ill be said that the most serious obstacle

to the granting of Home Rule to Ireland 1

been removed.
When the Irish people, who have during the

past thirty years seen so many of their wishes

luliilled, have seen also the reali/ation of this

last dream, then they will gradually come to

1

It is very significant that Lord Dunraven, the stroogest

personality among the participants in the Land Conference,
should last autumn have developed a scheme of Devolut

. also not without interest th.it he has at the same time

taken a strong interest in the agitation for Fiscal Reform instt

.imberlain. Irish politicians are always insiinc-

>tectionists. If at the present time certain prole*

proposals came to the benefit of the peasantry, and they let

themselves be won over by Chamberlainism, that would mean

ling of 80 votes for Protection. However, as long
as the Conservatives refuse Home Rule to Ireland, and

rals are for granting it, Irish sentiment will incline to

Liher.il .md Krcv-Traile side.
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understand that injurious legislation and govern-
mental oppression may indeed be a check to

progress; but that the mere removal of bad 1.

is not enough to make a people great and

strong.
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